
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
"Danimal 3000" Drilling Tool 
Ergo Cup Booth #408 
Bath Iron Works, Bath, ME 
 
Presentation Description: 
Drilling holes in a steel deck of a ship to install countermeasure wash-down nozzles requires a mechanic to kneel 
on a hard steel deck and hand bevel an area using a high vibratory tool. The process is very labor intensive and 
introduces a lot of ergonomic and safety concerns. Working with employees on their ideas and concepts, a 
prototype magnetic base drill and counter sinking bit was designed and built in-house. The mechanized solution 
eliminates the use of a high vibratory tool, reduces kneeling postures by 75%, reduces labor hours by 80%, 
improves the quality and accuracy of the holes and demonstrates an overall ROI of 200%. 
 
Problem: 
Manually drilling holes in a steel deck of a ship to install countermeasure wash-down nozzles requires a mechanic 
to kneel on a hard steel deck and hand bevel an area using a high vibratory tool. The process is very labor 
intensive and takes several hours, and introduces a lot of ergonomic and safety concerns to the hands, shoulders, 
back, knees, eyes and ears. 
 
Solution: 
Working with employees on their ideas and concepts, a prototype magnetic base drill and counter sinking bit was 
designed and built in-house. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Ergonomic / Safety Benefits  
• Eliminates the use of a high vibratory tool 
• 75% reduction in kneeling postures 
• Low ergonomic risk task - reduces awkward postures, repetitive motions, high hand forces, and hand-arm 
vibration exposure.  
• Eliminating flying debris and potential eye injuries 
• Is quieter 
 
Efficiency / Labor Hours Benefits                   
• 80% reduction in labor hours  
 
Quality  
• More consistent, repeatable process that improves the quality and accuracy of the holes and allows for proper 
weld size 
• Eliminates rework  
 
Morale 
• This project also served as a great “Employee Idea Program” and motivating the mechanics to come up with 
other ideas to reduce the cost and increase the safety of building ships. 
 
ROI  
• Demonstrates an overall ROI of 200%. 
 
 



Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Jack the Ripper 
Ergo Cup Booth #107 
Ethicon, Inc. - A Johnson and Johnson Company, St. San Angelo, TX 
 
Presentation Description: 
Jack the Ripper is a semi-automated product teardown process specifically designed to eliminate manual 
teardown of rejected product. Use of this machine reduces ergonomic risk and processing time while maintaining 
safety and product quality. This semi-automated machine significantly reduced pinch grips, wrist extension and 
flexion and product damage while salvaging rejected product for reworking. The machine was well received by all 
users, provided a 95% reduction in existing ergonomic risk, and provided significant cost savings associated with 
hard and soft costs for injuries and loss of production time. 
 
Problem: 
The main machines that packaged our suturing products were due for updating and overhauling. This process 
required the product to be packaged on different machines. However, this change created a significant amount of 
product rejection which required manual teardown of the packaging to allow for reprocessing of product. As a 
result, a spate of ergonomic related first aid and OSHA recordable cases occurred. 
 
Solution: 
A team consisting of representatives from Engineering, EHS and Wage Associates collaborated to determine how 
to eliminate the manual teardown without compromising plans for the urgent need to update the existing 
equipment. Understanding that the upgrades would require approximately three years to complete, the team 
identified an interim solution. The team decided to revitalize an old teardown machine and upgrade it for semi-
automation. As a result, Jack the Ripper was created and is now used as a teardown machine to reprocess all 
rejected materials. All pinch grips and awkward wrist positions were eliminated except for the teardown of quality 
samples. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Injury Avoidance/Safety:   
  •OSHA Recordable cases went from 5 to 0 
  •First Aid Cases went from 13 to 0 
  •Injury costs went from >$200000.00 to $0 
Quality and Material improvements: 
  •Manual reprocessing of product created damage that prevented salvage and rework from being done, resulting 
in product loss.   
  •Jack the Ripper provided a lineal teardown process that is least destructive to product.   
Productivity and Efficiency improvements: 
  •Reduction in overtime/temporary job transfers/backfills in 16 jobs that were impacted by lost time cases and 
job restrictions.   
  •A Musculoskeletal Disorder management program run by the Occupational Health and Wellness teams took 
people with First Aid cases off the production floor for 130 hours of intense intervention involving exercise and 
EAP services.  This helped prevent First Aid cases from becoming OSHA Recordable cases.   
  •286 Lost time and 125 Restricted Duty days that required overtime/temporary job transfers/backfills for 
production coverage in 2010 and 2011.  There were 0 new days in 2012 
  •Lost Time and Restricted days resulted in 4194 hours of overtime coverage in 2010 and 2011. This equates to 
101 hours of overtime for each associate with a resulting cost of $106,276.00.  There were O new days in 2012.   



  •Finally, Jack the Ripper provided us with a solid and safe intervention solution to be used until machine 
upgrades can be completed and product rejects are reduced or eliminated.   
  •Jack the Ripper provides safe rework opportunities for other Johnson and Johnson Operating Companies who 
also handle teardown of rejected product 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Multi Pattern Exhaust Manifold Stud Install Fixture at Cleveland Engine 
Ergo Cup Booth #428 
Ford Motor Company Cleveland Engine Plant, Brookpark, Dearborn, MI 
 
Presentation Description: 
Cleveland Engine was presented with build complexity of hand starting 6 to 8 studs for 8 different Exhaust 
Manifold patterns across 4 stations within a 30 second cycle time over 10 hour shifts. A “Lazy Susan” was 
developed to present the proper stud pattern fixture to the operator. The operator loads the studs into the 
fixture, the fixture is positioned to the manifold and all studs are secured at once. When the fixture is replaced, a 
flashing light indicates the correct fixture to load for the next engine. 
 
Problem: 
The excessive hand starting of Exhaust Studs presented ergonomic and productivity issues including, high risk 
repetition, studs that were dropped, missed, cross threaded, inserted backwards, incorrect stud pattern selected 
and over cycle conditions across (4) work stations. 
 
Solution: 
Team proactively solved the complexity, ergonomic, cross threading, station down time and cycle time issues this 
challenge presented to them. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Engine assembly complexity stills exists but since the implantation of the Lazy Susan / fixture system: 
 
Safety: Zero first time office visits and OHSA Reportables.  Once the prototype was finalized, all operators were 
trained in the proper use of the fixture. 
 
Quality: Zero missing and or cross threaded studs. 
  
Delivery: FTT improvement of 3 jobs per hour from avoided re runs and miss-builds by subsequent operations. 
  
Cost:  
Medical cost avoidance $’s 
MDA (Medical Disability Advisor) Data from the Ford Workers' System estimated Carpal Tunnel Surgery, Bilateral 
for 2012 injury in Ohio exceeds $48,000 / injury.  
 
Productivity cost avoidance $’s  
Prototype fixture was designed and tested by team members then made in house.  Once verified, production 
fixtures were built by an outside vendor. 
 
Facilities and Tooling investment of $1 million for a fully automated stud install station and on-going maintenance; 
running/downtime costs were avoided.  



 
These actions enabled this aligned and capable team to successfully transition from (4) stations at 90 sec. cycle 
time to (2) stations at 30 sec. cycle time across (3) crews with 2 operators / crew vs. 4 operators. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Fuel Filler Pipe and Canister Filter Subassembly Rack 
Ergo Cup Booth #105 
Honda Manufacturing of Alabama, Lincoln, AL 
 
Presentation Description: 
Fuel Filler Pipes and Canister Filters are subassembled prior to installation. A rack had to be developed to 
transport parts to the install point. A transport rack was designed so that part placement and removal is within 
ergonomic guidelines for posture, reach and push and pull force. Racks material could not compromise quality 
and the parts have to be secure during transport. The final rack is a mailbox-style which optimizes horizontal 
reach. Vertical heights were set to prevent awkward posture for placement and removal. The concept was 
reviewed and approved by Safety and Quality to ensure ergonomic s and quality. 
 
Problem: 
Fuel Filler Pipes and Canister Filters have to be subassembled prior to installation. In order to improve lineside 
space and production area congestion, the subassembly area was moved to an offline location. A rack had to be 
developed in order to transport these parts from the subassembly area to the installation point. 
 
Solution: 
A subassembly transport rack was designed with part removal heights to be within ergonomic guidelines for 
posture and reach during removal as well as rack push and pull force within ergonomic guidelines. Racks had to 
have material that would not compromise the quality of the part (scratch e-coat or cause contamination). Rack 
would need to safely secure parts when being transported by a tow motor. A rack was developed as a mailbox-
style to optimize ergonomic reach. Heights were calculated and set to prevent awkward posture for part 
placement and removal. The concept was reviewed and approved by Safety to ensure ergonomic guideline 
compliance. Also a part placement and removal study was performed by Quality using CAD software to ensure 
that the part would properly fit inside the proposed mailbox. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Ergonomic guidelines for vertical and horizontal reach were met as well as the push and pull force for moving the 
carts. Additional noise levels for cart movement were minimized within the guidelines for noise reduction. Quality 
of the part during part placement, cart transport and part removal was not negatively affected. Additional 
benefits to safety were found with the reduction of congestion lineside. Associate morale was improved at the 
subassembly process, the transport process and the part installation process with the improvement to the 
ergonomics of the cart. 
 
 
Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 
Early Symptom Intervention - Addressing Symptoms, Not Injuries 
Ergo Cup Booth #231 
Hyundai Motor Manufacturing, Montgomery, AL 
 
Presentation Description: 



The automotive industry is a very tough environment on the human body. Hyundai has taken a step in the right 
direction of preventing Cumulative Trauma Disorders, by addressing symptoms, instead of injuries. Hyundai will 
present evidence that addressing CTD symptoms has reduced our CTD cases, by eliminating the symptoms of over 
90% of the TMs experiencing CTD symptoms in 2012 alone. 
 
Problem: 
Hyundai was experiencing an increase in Cumulative Trauma Disorders and an increase in Team Members waiting 
until they had a fully developed CTD before reporting to Medical. 
 
Solution: 
In an effort to reduce CTDs an increase Team Member awareness, Hyundai rolled out an Early Intervention Clinic 
to address CTD symptoms. This clinic is overseen by a contracted Physical Therapy group (PT Solutions). It is 
staffed with 2 Exercise Science Specialists (degreed), who are managed by Hyundai's Assistant Manager of 
Ergonomics and Medical. This allows Hyundai to address the symptoms before they turn into a CTD, using only 
heat and ice for 14 consecutive days, after completing a preventative assessment. All Team Members receiving 
preventative care get a follow-up on the floor by one of the Exercise Science Specialist; at this time, ergonomic 
evaluations (conducted in ordinance with HMMA Ergonomic Specialist), rotation recommendations (conducted in 
ordinance with HMMA Ergonomic Specialist), and body mechanics coaching is completed. In addition to the ESI 
Clinic, Hyundai also built a 1,900sq. ft. Fitness Center to assist Team Members in cardiovascular, strength training, 
aerobics, and weight/body mass index control. Both of these establishments share a single roof, making it easy for 
Team Members to have access to the Fitness Center during breaks and lunches. Lastly, Hyundai has implemented 
a mandatory pre-shift stretching program, developed by Hyundai's Ergonomic Specialist that is used to help 
warm-up the muscles prior to shift start time. The stretches are led by the Ergo Captains (ergo leaders), on each 
team, and are controlled through an auditing system. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
• Hyundai has had 528 Team Members receive preventative care at the Early Intervention Clinic in 2012.   
o 490 of them have been released from preventative care symptom-free!  
o >92% Success Rate  
 
• Reduction of cumulative ergo cases 
o 110 cumulative trauma cases in 2011  
o 33 cumulative trauma cases in 2012 
o 70% reduction in a single year!  
  
• Financial Impact  
o 110 cumulative ergonomic cases in 2011 equal $2,151,859.37 
o 33 cumulative ergonomic cases in 2012 equal $360,979.50 
o $1,790,879.87 reduction in a single year! 
o Total investment for the ESI and Fitness Center $237k 
o Return on Investment 655.6% in a single year!    
 
• Lost Time associated to cumulative ergo cases.  
o 2011, Hyundai incurred a total of 4,534 Lost Work Days 
o 2012, Hyundai incurred a total of 1,110 Lost Work Days 
o 75% reduction 
o 27,392 hours gained with experienced workers (based on 8 hr work day) 
o 2011 DART Rate 3.55% 



o 2012 DART Rate 1.09% 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Brush Strokes 
Ergo Cup Booth #416 
Honda of America MFG., Inc., Marysville, OH 
 
Presentation Description: 
Production associates apply a paint activator to the vehicle body prior to front and rear windshield installation to 
etch the paint and to help the glass adhere to the body better. Associates dispense this liquid chemical using a 
bottle with a brush tip, and insert two felt flow restrictors into the brush tip to control the chemical flow. Before, 
associates used a screwdriver to insert the felt flow restrictors, resulting in high hand force exertion and awkward 
wrist posture. The team built a fixture to make insertion of the felt flow restrictors into the brush tip more 
ergonomic and safe. 
 
Problem: 
Production associates used a screwdriver to insert the felt flow restrictors into the brush tip for the SIKA paint 
activator that they apply on the vehicle body prior to the front and rear windshield installation. The use of this 
screwdriver to insert the felt flow restrictors into the brush tip created two ergonomic concerns; poor wrist 
posture and high hand force exertion. Wrist flexion was greater than 45; as the associates try to use this 
screwdriver to insert the felt flow restrictors. Additionally, they exerted about 20 lbs. of whole-hand grip force 
while using this screwdriver. These two conditions were well beyond what Honda considers acceptable through its 
internal ergonomics standards. Associates inserted two felt flow restrictors per brush tip. With 10 of these brush 
tips used per shift (20 felt flow restrictors total), and with each felt flow restrictor requiring 4 to 6 hand pushes 
with the screwdriver to ensure proper installation, this resulted in a total of 320 to 480 hand motions and 
exertions per day. The use of a screwdriver also created a potential puncture hazard to the associates hands or 
arms. Additionally, manually inserting the felt flow restrictor not only took up too much time, but it also resulted 
inconsistent depth into the brush tip; hence, potentially leading to product damage and material loss. Finally, 
surveys indicated that associates perceive this task of inserting the felt flow restrictors to cause high discomfort 
levels. 
 
Solution: 
Associates developed and built a spring-loaded fixture that utilizes a lever system to set the felt flow restrictors 
mechanically. Associates place the felt flow restrictors into the brush tip manually, set the brush tip with felt flow 
restrictors into the fixture and pull down the lever arm on the fixture. Utilizing the fixture eliminates all force and 
posture concerns. The team initially looked at four countermeasure options, and decided to develop a steel 
fixture to minimize cost by using recycled materials available from obsolete tooling, equipment and fixtures. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety – The use of this fixture eliminated the 20 lbs. of whole-hand grip force and the 45º wrist flexion that 
associates exerted to install the felt flow restrictors.  Instead, associates just exert a minimal force to push down 
on the fixture’s lever arm.  Completing a safety benefits analysis also showed that the team achieved reductions in 
the likelihood of both likelihood and severity of injuries. 
Quality – The use of this fixture ensues achieving the proper depth when inserting the felt flow restrictor into the 
brush tip.  This eliminates inconsistent and uncontrollable flow of the SIKA paint actuator when applied to the 
vehicle body, which has resulted in product damage and material loss in the past. 



Delivery / Productivity – Associates use less time to insert the two felt flow restrictors into the brush tips and with 
better control.  This allows the associates to focus more on the core process steps in applying the SIKA paint 
actuator on the vehicle body. 
Morale – The use of this fixture had a positive impact to at least 22 production associates.  Results from a survey 
indicated a 62% improvement in the perceived comfort/discomfort level scores based on a scale from 1 (most 
comfortable) to 10 (least comfortable).  Upon using this fixture, associates immediately noticed a significant 
improvement in the perceived comfort level for the hands and the shoulders. 
Cost – The use of recycled materials already available within the manufacturing department allowed the team to 
minimize the cost of building this fixture, limiting the cost to about $100 for in-house labor (i.e., the time it took 
for the team to fabricate the fixture).  Hence, payback is immediate, and there is a very high return on investment 
with cost avoidances from eliminating injury potential and quality concerns and with cost savings from the 
reduction in the time it takes to complete this task. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Pipe Core Brake-Out 
Ergo Cup Booth #230 
Pacific States Cast Iron Pipe Company, Provo, Utah 84606 
 
Presentation Description: 
A sand core is cast into the end of each pipe to form the gasket retainer and the interior of the pipe bell. To 
remove the tough sacrificial core, a 4 lb hammer is used at 56.2 lbs force and 532 ft-lbs energy per swing, totaling 
5320 ft-lbs of human generated energy per pipe. This task is performed up to 200 times per shift while standing 
arm's length from fresh cast 1400F pipes. By installing an automatic core cutter the manual hammering to break 
the core out of the pipe is eliminated. 
 
Problem: 
As part of cast iron pipe production, the sand core which forms the interior bell end of the pipe is immediately 
removed after the pipe is pulled from the casting machine's mold. To do this the machine operator swings a 4 lb 
hammer while standing arm's length from the 1400F pipe until the core is smashed and is scrapped from it. The 
operator experiences extreme physical strain and heat exposure from swinging the hammer upwards of 1600 
times/day and heat exposure while standing close to the hot pipe. 
 
Solution: 
Design and install pneumatic-driven wedges to cut and break the core when the extractor is actuated. This 
removes a section of the core enabling the remainder of the core to fall away from the pipe freely, eliminating the 
need to use a hammer. This system of removing cores can be duplicated and used on multiple machines at 
multiple plants. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
•Time spent in front of 1400°F pipe is decreased, reducing heat stress by 33%. 
 
•Each core takes approximately 20 seconds of hammer swinging at arm’s length, repeated on average 120 pipes 
per day. This equates to 40 minutes over a single shift per machine. 
 
•Reduced the energy absorbed by the operators wrist, elbow and shoulder by hammering from 638,400 ft-lbs per 
day to 0 ft-lbs per day per machine. 
 



•The time spent by the operator hammering out the core, is now used to inspect cores, improving pipe quality 
and scrap while cooling-off in front of a large fan. 
  
•Total Cost: $720.00 including labor and parts per machine. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Fluorescent Bulb Cart 
Ergo Cup Booth #410 
Pratt & Whitney - Dallas Distribution Center, Dallas, TX 
 
Presentation Description: 
A fluorescent bulb cart was designed and constructed out of surplus plywood and hardware at a total cost of $20 
to be used for transporting new and spent bulbs throughout the 201,000sf facility. The cart was created for three 
purposes: 1) to satisfy a compliance audit Point of Generation (P.O.G.) requirement for the proper storage of used 
fluorescent bulbs, 2) to transport large quantity of bulbs, eliminating multiple trips to maintenance area to 
retrieve new and return spent bulbs to P.O.G. station, thus increasing productivity, and 3) to resolve the 
ergonomic risk created by the manual transport of large quantities of bulbs and increase ladder safety. 
 
Problem: 
The maintenance department did not have an ergonomically safe manner to transport fluorescent bulbs in bulk 
while traveling throughout the 201,000sf facility to replace spent bulbs. In addition, the challenge was to ensure 
the removed bulbs are immediately placed in a proper P.O.G. universal waste storage container. 
 
Solution: 
The solution was the design and construction of an All-In-One mobile work station that eliminates back strain and 
easily maneuvers through doorways and hallways. The cart is lightweight and can transport many bulbs and a 
ladder from location to location safely and efficiently. The cart folds to a compact 13.75” wide when not in use. 
When in use, the cart sits at a 45 angle, which provides ergonomically correct positioning and enables the 
employee to retrieve bulbs while maintaining three-point contact on the ladder and eliminating multiple trips up 
and down. The cart is divided in two sections: green for new bulbs and red for spent with a hinged lid that locks to 
meet the universal waste P.O.G. requirements. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety –Slip, trip and fall hazards were mitigated by reducing number of required trips up and down the ladder to 
retrieve bulbs.  Prior to cart implementation, the employee had to go up and down the ladder for each bulb.  
Approximately 36–48 bulbs are replaced once per month.  Also, the employee had to physically carry cartons of 
bulbs and ladder throughout the facility.  The creation of the cart reduced the number of trips back and forth by 
67%. 
 
Cost Savings (annualized) –  
• Labor savings while changing bulbs - $450 - $900 
• Labor savings while transporting bulbs and ladder - $300 - $600 
• Breakage due to dropped carton - $270 (cost of one carton of 36 bulbs) 
 
Total annualized cost reduction - $750 - $1,500.   
 
(Labor savings based on a labor rate of $75 - $150 per hour.) 



 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Scissors Sharpness Testing Platform Improves Poultry Processing Performance 
Ergo Cup Booth #103 
Tyson, Noel, MO 
 
Presentation Description: 
Wolff Industries, Inc has partnered with Tyson Foods to develop a scissors sharpness test platform that objectively 
measures sharpness across the entire cutting profile. Dull scissors are a large contributor to ergonomic issues in 
processing poultry. Wolff was looking for new and innovative technology to determine if, when, and why our 
scissors were dull and negatively impacting the processing floor. The tester was developed with the help of 
multiple Tyson facilities and corporate staff. A six -month trial using this technology was conducted to monitor 
tool and operator input that impacted scissors sharpness. The results were dramatic. 
 
Problem: 
When using processing shears, there has been no reliable, objective method of defining what is “sharp”. This has 
made it challenging to ensure technicians are able to consistently produce sharp scissors using the sharpening 
system. 
 
Solution: 
Wolff Industries, Inc has partnered with Tyson Foods to develop a scissors sharpness test platform that objectively 
measures sharpness across the entire cutting profile. A new scissors sharpness tester tests the amount of 
pressure needed to "close" on a test medium. This information is presented graphically, allowing scissors 
sharpening technicians to identify areas of opportunity to increase sharpness. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Based on 500+ data points the average closing pressure of scissors going to the lines to be used was 135 oz. (8.44 
lb.) After using the tester to monitor and determine sharpness the closing pressure was reduced to 27 oz. (1.70 
lb.) an 80% improvement in closing pressure reduction. Closing pressures for pre-pilot scissors coming into the 
sharpening room were 120 oz vs. 92 oz. at the end of the pilot: a 77% improvement. Scissors were sharper coming 
back due to training with online technicians and monitoring with the tester. Pre pilot they had 15 hand injury 
reports vs. 1 under investigation at pilot end. This figure came from scissors related hand injury report reduction. 
There was a 99.9% improvement in injury related cost avoidance. The return on investment (cost of machine vs. 
savings in cost avoidance for injuries) was 4,974%. Another Tyson plant participated in separate pilot with 
comparable results. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
2013 Accord Oil Seal Plug Installation 
Ergo Cup Booth #115 
Honda of America MFG., Inc., Anna, OH 
 
Presentation Description: 
Honda developed a new four-cylinder engine for the 2013 Accord model. This new engine uses a different method 
to close or seal the engine block main oil gallery, an oil seal plug. This new oil seal plug requires high thumb 
insertion forces to set it on the engine block. Our team developed better method to install this oil seal plug to be 



ergonomically safe, which also ensures proper setting of the plug into the engine block to reduce the likelihood of 
oil leaks. 
 
Problem: 
The design of the 2013 Honda Accord four-cylinder engine called for a new method to close the engine block main 
oil gallery. It uses an oil seal plug and O-ring instead of a threaded seal bolt. The proposed method of installation 
required a production associate to push this plug into the oil gallery with the tip of the thumb. It soon became 
obvious that the force necessary to push the oil seal plug was well beyond what Honda considers acceptable 
through its internal ergonomic standards. This method of setting the plug into the engine block also could result in 
the oil seal plug not being set flush on the engine block, which increases the likelihood of oil leaks. 
 
Solution: 
Over the course of six months, our team worked with associates on the production floor to develop an installation 
method that would reduce the ergonomic impact to the associate's upper extremities. We developed six 
generations of fixtures that the production associates tested during new model trial builds. The first iteration took 
the force from the thumb tip and transferred it to the palm of the hand. The second iteration added an alignment 
bushing and a spring to help position the plug squarely with the oil gallery and return the plunger after setting the 
plug. The third iteration added location guide pins to help position (X-Y coordinates) the fixture over the oil 
gallery. The fourth iteration replaced the hard aluminum plunger handle with softer materials such as hand balls 
and stress balls. The fifth iteration replaced the hand plunger with an air cylinder and 2 activation switches. The 
final iteration positioned the trigger switch strategically to eliminate the need for a safety switch. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
The use of this fixture eliminated the need to exert 21.27 lbs. of thumb push force to set this oil seal plug properly 
into the engine block. Instead, associates now just exert 4.3 lbs. of a whole-hand grip force to use the air-assisted 
fixture. The task cycle time for using this device is just as quick as using the manual thumb press method. The 
addition of location guide pins and the use of compressed air to actuate the plunger ensure that the oil seal plug is 
set properly on the engine block and more consistently than any manual method. This eliminates any potential for 
quality problems resulting from improper setting of the oil seal plug. Eight production associates on two engine 
assembly lines currently use this version. The team has shared the design drawings with other Honda plants in 
Japan and China that also assemble the 2013 Accord four-cylinder engines. The team also has a patent pending 
for this fixture. The total project development cost, including materials and labor, was $9,312. The cost to 
produce additional oil seal plug fixtures is $860 each. With the cost savings from injury avoidance and the 
prevention of potential quality problems, the payback period for the investment and expense costs was just about 
one year. Most importantly, production associates like using this device and appreciate having their input 
considered as a critical aspect in the development of this fixture. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
The Crunch Test 
Ergo Cup Booth #232 
Cordis Corporation, Miami Lakes, FL 
 
Presentation Description: 
The extrusion process at our facility has several Critical to Quality (CtQ) characteristics for its manufactured 
components, one of them being no delamination in the product. Delamination is the separation between two 
coats of material, top and base coat of the catheter unit. No delamination is determined via an in-line test known 
as the Crunch Test, which requires the line operator to inspect approximately 120 units every 2 hours during an 8-



hour shift. The Crunch Test required the operator to apply 25 lbs of force on each unit by using a set of pliers. This 
process is repeated 10 times for each unit and it is performed on 10 units every 30 minutes for each lot. The 
repetitive motion of this test and the force applied created discomfort on the employee due to neck flexion, palm 
down-forearm pronation, and hand and power grip. The key objective of this project was to implement an 
effective, reliable, and safe way to conduct the Crunch Test and minimize (or eliminate) the ergonomic risk factors 
stated above. 
 
Problem: 
1. The manual Crunch Test was a high risk activity (E-Tools Risk Factor Score of 20) that affected all three shifts at 
the site 2.A survey revealed that there were several complaints of job difficulty and discomfort 3.The tool (set of 
pliers) used to perform the test was not adequate, nor ergonomic 4.The manual Crunch Test resulted in an OSHA 
Recordable Case on April 2012, which required medical treatment and 24 days of restrictive duty 
 
Solution: 
Subsequent to conducting a design review for this process, a final concept was selected in order to eliminate the 
risks associated with this operation. The equipment fabricated for the new Crunch test eliminated the use of the 
pliers and hence the hand/power grip force risk, the highest of all the risks identified. The elimination of the 
hand/power grip force risk does away with the need for an operator to apply twenty five pounds of force for each 
unit. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 

1. Safety and Ergonomics The semi-automated crunch test allowed for this ergonomically high risk task 
(rated 20) to be rated 0; hence eliminating all ergonomics risks.  

2. Efficiency This tool allowed for a more efficient process, by ensuring that the amount of force applied on 
each unit was constant (25 lbs) rather than depending on the individual characteristics (i.e. strength) of 
each operator 

 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
ACB Lifting Improvement 
Ergo Cup Booth #113 
Cummins Power Generation, China 
 
Presentation Description: 
Currently the presentation is in a powerpoint format. This includes a description with pictures of the problem and 
the solution while also including a video of the solution in action. 
 
Problem: 
The problem involved installing a large Auxiliary Circuit Breaker (ACB) into the side of a large generator. The ACB 
was installed using a hoist fixture that bolted to the top of the ACB. Unfortunately, when the ACB was lifted into 
the air, it's center of gravity caused it to rotate 30 degrees which meant installing it into the side of the generator 
required (3) people pushing/shoving the ACB to hold it down while one of them tightened the ACB in place. 
 
Solution: 
The solution to the installation of the ACB unit was a new hoist fixture that allowed the ACB to be picked up in a 
way that the center of gravity would not allow it to rotate. This improvement allowed the ACB to easily be mated 
up to the generator so that it would slide directly into place without requiring people to forcefully shove it into 
position. 



 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Prior to the improvement, the ACB took 30 minutes to install and required (3) employees. After the improvement, 
the ACB installation now takes 15 minutes to install and requires (1) operator. Additionally, there was a significant 
reduction in ergonomic risk related to sustained exertions, forceful exertions, vibration and poor postures. This 
was the first year for Cummins hosting a company-specific Ergo Cup competition and this was chosen as the 
winning project from over 70 entries. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Heavy Duty Truck Mirror Relief Stanchion 
Ergo Cup Booth #435 
Ford Kentucky Truck Plant, Louisville KY 
 
Presentation Description: 
A design change increased the weight of our side mirrors over 300%, from 3.7 to 15.2 pounds. Operators had to 
hold the mirror with one hand while routing the wiring into the door before it was secured. This increase in 
weight was stressful to the operator. In a short amount of time in production, we've had several operators report 
injuries. We trialed several options that would manage the weight increase of the mirror. We finalized on the 
"Relief Stanchion" This Stanchion allows the operator to reduce the weight in hand. The Stanchion was developed, 
built and installed with in-house resources. 
 
Problem: 
Do to the mirror weight increasing over 300%; we've had several operators report to medical incurring a cost of 
over $4000 in six short weeks. In addition we were experiencing productivity problems, quality problems and cost 
problems. The stanchion eliminated all of these issues. 
 
Solution: 
We added a “Stanchion” (a little stand) to the door carrier to hold the weight of the mirror during the installation 
process. This was a simple but super effective solution. The stanchion which was designed, tested, built and 
implemented in house, attaches directly to our existing door carriers. This allows the operator to rest the weight 
of the mirror on the stanchion. This relieved all stresses and strains to the body when routing the wire through 
the door and securing the mirror. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Post Implementation of the Relief Stanchion Safety: Zero First Time Office Visits; Zero $$ medical costs incurred 
Quality: Zero cross threads, zero pinched wire looms Delivery: Zero line stoppages, zero replacement operators & 
associated training Cost: Zero First Time Office Visits; Zero $$ medical costs incurred, Built in- house for $300. 
Morale: Zero complaints from operators; Since there is no longer holding of a 15 lb part, any size operator can 
perform the job safely. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
DuraStations™ Production Carousel 
Ergo Cup Booth #111 
GE Energy Management, Haaksbergen, Netherlands 
 
Presentation Description: 



At GE in Haaksbergen, a compact, four-station, rotating production carousel was developed to produce GE’s 
robust (max. 100lbs) DuraStation™ Electrical Vehicle Chargers.  Each workstation is completely adjustable in 
height and the product can be rotated 360° around the horizontal axis. 
 
Assembly operations can be done sitting or standing, on each side of the DuraStation™, without manual lifting or 
handling the product. The individual height and angle adjustments per workstation create optimal ergonomic 
assembly conditions for every operator. 
 
Building DuraStations™ on this balanced ‘line’ with simplified assembly tasks per station and built in quality 
assurance reduced production time by 46%. 
 
Problem: 
The GE Haaksbergen Netherlands site began manufacturing the DuraStation™ Electrical Vehicle Chargers in 2011.  
The pre-production pilot assembly process was very poorly designed from an ergonomics perspective.  Ergonomic 
risk assessments of the pre-production pilot identified 35 Ergo risks (GE’s Ergonomic Risk Factor Identification 
Form), 10 Very High Risks (Rodger’s Muscle Fatigue Analysis) and calculated the NIOSH Lifting Index at 3.5. 
 
Building GE’s DuraStation™ Electrical Vehicle Chargers is a challenge. They are robust (weighing up to 100lbs), 
have different sizes (3 types) and require assembly operations on multiple faces including the inside. Because the 
DuraStation™ chargers are placed in public places (highly visible) this product also has to be handled with great 
care during production. 
 
The challenge for Haaksbergen Team was to design and implement an ergonomic workplace solution eliminating 
manual lifting, awkward assembly positions and preventing damage to the product. 
 
Solution: 
The production of the DuraStation™ Electrical Vehicle Chargers can be broken down into three phases: lift 
materials, assembly and packing.  The solution implemented is a compact, four-station, rotating production 
carousel.  
 
The carousel eliminates manual handling from all 3 production phases.  Each workstation is completely adjustable 
in height and the product can be rotated 360° around the horizontal axis.  Assembly operations can be done 
sitting or standing, on each side of the DuraStation™, without manual lifting or handling the product. 
 
The DuraStation™ enclosure is lifted into the first position with a vacuum lift (workstations can be easily adapted 
for three different types of chargers). The operator performs the various assembly steps and presses a button to 
indicate his task is completed. Once all four operators have pressed the button the carousel rotates 90° 
presenting the product to the next workstation. 
 
After four rotations, the finished and tested product returns to the first position where it is lifted out of the 
carousel using the vacuum lift into the final packaging and is prepared for dispatch. 
 
With the DuraStation™ Production Carousel manual lifting and handling of the product between the workstations 
is completely eliminated. 
 
The individual height and angle adjustments per workstation create optimal ergonomic assembly conditions for 
every operator and prevent Ergo risks such as stretching, bending and twisting of wrists, arms and back. 
 



Measurable Outcomes: 
The DuraStation™ Production Carousel has completely eliminated manual lifting and handling the product during 
assembly. Combined with the optimal assembly conditions with individually height and product angle adjustable 
workstations, 17 identified Ergo Risks during the assembly phase were eliminated. Together with the eliminated 
Ergo Risks during the first lifting phase (8) and final packaging phase (10), 35 Ergo Risks, including all manual 
lifting, were eliminated.  This translates to an expected injury prevention savings of $77,000, which is the average 
cost of two musculoskeletal injuries based on historical GE data.   
 
Building DuraStations™ on this balanced ‘line’ with simplified assembly tasks per station and built in quality 
assurance reduced production time by 46%! This results in operational savings of $846,875.  
 
The simple Return on Investment for this solution is an amazing 21.5!  The simple ROI was calculated by adding 
the operational and injury prevention savings together and dividing the total by $43,050, which is the total cost of 
engineering, testing, producing and installing the DuraStation™ assembly carousel. 
 
 
Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 
Design for Ergonomics 
Ergo Cup Booth #235 
GE Healthcare – Surgery, Salt Lake City, UT 
 
Presentation Description: 
The Design for Ergonomics initiative expanded our site ergonomics program to formally and proactively seek out 
and address manufacturing/service ergonomic risks in new products during the design phase. Our site 
implemented cultural and operational changes to design ergonomics into the product, where it is often less costly 
and more effective than downstream, reactive ergo solutions. So far, these practices have been used in 2 new 
product launches, resulting in 68 design improvements, a 50% reduction to ergonomic injuries, and a 70% 
reduction in assembly time, totaling $920k in operational and injury prevention savings. 
 
Problem: 
GE Healthcare Surgery, located in Salt Lake City, Utah, is a GE Healthcare business that designs, manufactures and 
services surgical x-ray systems for the global market. While the "user-friendliness" of our products reflects the 
high level of customer collaboration and human factors in product design, few of the same formal mechanisms or 
measures existed for manufacturing/service ergonomics. As a result, operators (GE employees) commonly 
discovered design issues that posed ergonomic risks when assembling, handling, and servicing a newly released 
product. These issues not only affected operator safety, but often manufacturing efficiency and product quality. 
Over time, our ergonomics team would develop new tools and accommodations to mitigate these risks, but these 
improvements were inherently reactive, at times not implemented until after injury had already taken place. 
 
Solution: 
The Design for Ergonomics initiative implemented several operational (action) and cultural (attitude) changes to 
design ergo into our new products. Our site created cross-functional teams and promoted prolific collaboration to 
make ergonomics a part of everyone's responsibility. We formalized early ergo reviews and targets to cultivate 
ergonomics as a proactive process not only to prevent ergo injuries, but also to prevent future manufacturing 
inefficiencies and costly engineering changes. We also leveraged global standards and best practices (such as the 
Production Preparation Process 3P and the Design for Producibility DFP framework) to identify and implement 
opportunities for ergonomic risk reduction and share them across GE using a common language. Together with 
our traditional ergo program, our site now enjoys a comprehensive strategy for managing ergonomic risk 



throughout the entire product lifecycle. This innovative initiative has already shared its results with multiple GE 
sites and was also recognized as the 2012 GE Healthcare Global Supply Chain safety project of the year. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
So far, the Design for Ergonomics initiative has been used in 2 new product introductions, creating 68 proactive 
ergonomic design changes; such as integrated handles, reduction of small parts, easier access to fasteners, and 
reduced weight. These changes are expected to bring a 50% reduction to ergonomic injuries during manufacturing 
and service activities ($77k annual ergo injury cost avoidance). Additionally, these improvements bring our 
manufacturing team a 70% reduction in assembly time ($163k annual labor savings). And by designing these 
changes up front, our engineering team will have to make fewer engineering changes down the road (est. $680k 
cost avoidance). Overall, the Design for Ergonomics initiative presents not only a compelling ergo opportunity, but 
an attractive business case; providing $920k benefit for an estimated $150k program cost, a 6.1x return on 
investment. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
The Hidden Factory Gets Drilled! 
Ergo Cup Booth #426 
Gulfstream Aerospace, Savannah, GA 
 
Presentation Description: 
Hole preparation for aerospace solid fastener (rivet) installations is a straight forward "industry standard" process. 
Unfortunately, over the years, this process has been known to be somewhat challenging. Fortunately every 
mechanic knows how to handle this with a "work around". When asked why they use the work around, the 
answer has been "because we always do it this way"! Challenging these norms, and working to breakdown the 
hidden factory can significantly reduce ergonomics risk and labor costs. Safety, quality, and cost improvements 
can be made with the smallest of changes - even if that change is only .001". 
 
Problem: 
The combination of manufacturing tolerances, for the solid fastener (#4 & #5 diameters) and the "standard" drill 
bits used to prepare the hole, can produce an interference fit (the drilled hole is not large enough to facilitate the 
fastener installation). It has been reported throughout our production areas that nearly 99% of the #4 and #5 solid 
fastener holes drilled today will require an additional reaming operation to facilitate the proper rivet installations. 
There are approximately 25 million #4 and #5 solid fasteners (of the most common types) currently installed 
annually at Gulfstream's Savannah, GA facility. Drilling and reaming each of these holes would equate to nearly 
50,000,000 process steps. 
 
Solution: 
It was determined that a special drill bit, slightly larger than the "standard" drill bit, could eliminate the majority 
of the additional reaming operations while still maintaining the required hole tolerances. New drill bits have been 
manufactured at .001 over the "standard" diameter in a variety of styles. These new drill bits have been evaluated 
in a number of areas and have had great success in eliminating the reaming operations. It is estimated that these 
new drill bits will save one second of time per hole produced and eliminate approximately 19,000,000 process 
steps annually. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
At current production rates there will be a total of 24,813,265 #4 and #5 fastener holes drilled per year that could 
require reaming.  This equates to an average risk score (based on posture zones) of 110 points for a work-center. 



At only 1 second per hole this equates to 6,893 hours of our build process. 
 
Use of the new drill bits essentially eliminates the process of cleaning holes with the reamer and therefore 
eliminates the risk. 
At a 75% reduction: 
• Eliminate the need to clean 18,609,949 holes 
• Reduced risk score by an average of 27%. 
• Improve employee safety and product quality by reducing employee fatigue 
• Eliminate 5,169 hours from the build process (@ 1 sec per hole) 
• $365,065 in man-hour savings 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Engine Build Cart Hold Down 
Ergo Cup Booth #109 
Cummins Inc., Jamestown, NY 
 
Presentation Description: 
Power Point with before and after videos that are edited with graphics. Force values and risks are identified with 
the job requirements (RULA and EJA). 
 
Problem: 
The task of holding an engine down on the engine build cart requires a locking strap with a tensioning cam that 
required up to 70 lbs. of force and very poor posture to fasten. This is performed on every engine that goes down 
the assembly line (approximately ever 2 minutes). 
 
Solution: 
A bolt locking device was created to hold the engine down instead of using a locking strap. This solution 
completely eliminated the postural and force risks involved in the task and also improved the cycle time for the 
station by ~10 seconds. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Force requirements were eliminated and the postural issues were eliminated as well. These improvements also 
had a measurable improvement in efficiency (~10 seconds per engine) which worked out to approximately 
$73,000 in productivity savings. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) Part Processing Box 
Ergo Cup Booth #412 
Pratt & Whitney Dallas Airfoil Repair Operations, Grand Prairie, TX 
 
Presentation Description: 
On a shift by shift basis 5 days per week, Pratt & Whitney Dallas Airfoil Repair Operations (DARO) operators have 
historically been required to stand for extended periods of time, submerging their gloved hands in Electrical 
Discharge Machining (EDM) oil or fluid in an ongoing effort to tighten and loosen (part) tooling fixtures. This 
process and equipment is not new to our industry but rather an antiquated method that improved little for our 
application over many years. The fact these machines were designed to submerge the entire tank (part and fixture 



included) in fluid created Ergonomic nightmares. Through the utilization of the Achieving Competitive Excellence 
(ACE) and Ergonomic Tools, safety-minded employees began thinking outside the proverbial EDM box, looking for 
new and more ergonomically structured Improvements across this entire process. The frugal yet undeniably 
effective project to follow is a testament of employee engagement and ACE in action at Pratt & Whitney. 
 
Problem: 
Most EDM processes involve complete oil saturation of product placed in a small tank. Throughout this process 
the operator's hands and wrist are subject to excessive force from lack of dexterity. The volume of oil inevitably 
drips from the machine to the floor, creating potential trip hazards around the machine(s). Additionally, process 
time required for filling and draining oil from the entire tank exceeds 10 minutes, which prohibits the operator 
from emptying oil out between part install/removal. Based on these factors alone the operator/s are exposed 
daily to the following ergonomic stressors. Lack of grip & dexterity to the hands; Poor body posture; Multiple 
contact/stress points to the hands wrists and forearms; Shoulder & neck strain; Possible oil to skin contact; 
Slip/trip hazard; Excessive TAKT time. 
 
Solution: 
It can be summarized in 3 words, Frugal, Simple, and Effective. Utilizing ACE, our company's proprietary operating 
system that focuses on increasing efficiency and reducing waste, the DARO team designed and constructed a 
secondary (much smaller) holding tank that resides inside the main tank of the machine. Moreover, the secondary 
(mini) tank has been constructed for each of the EDM Processes at DARO, based upon varying sizes of part and 
process necessary. Designed entirely from scrap metal materials found onsite, this simple solution immediately 
improved operator dexterity as fixture knobs were no longer submerged in oil. Now with only the new "mini" tank 
being filled with oil, extended reach and awkward body position to load and unload parts have been greatly 
reduced. The existing machine guarding was modifying to allow better point of operation coverage and reduce 
submerged oil exposure. The larger tank no longer needed to contain gallons and gallons of unnecessary oil. Slip 
and trip hazards were eliminated completely as the main tank surrounding the mini aids as a secondary collection 
tank, collecting oil that otherwise would have ended up on the floor. Hands, wrists, and shoulder pain was 
virtually removed from process as well as a time savings of nearly 9 minutes per processed part. In addition, the 
DARO team was then able to place each of the EDM machines in a loop, enabling the entire operation 5 machines 
to be run with a single operator. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety: This team project yielded multiple improvements, including process efficiency and reduced cycle time. 
However, the greatest benefit was gained from a safety perspective. As previously noted in the project summary, 
there were multiple aspects of the process/operation that exposed the operator to “at-risk” situations. These 
situations have been either eliminated, or greatly mitigated with this improvement.  This low-cost solution was 
initiated and implemented at the shop floor level, and will be utilized across Pratt & Whitney’s global operations.       
 
Benefits: 
• Initial ergonomic assessment went from a moderate risk (exceeds limit/unacceptable) down to a low risk 
(below limit, acceptable). 
 • Implemented a level 1 mistake proof which yielded overall coolant usage, reduced leaks and drips, 
lowered multiple ergonomic risk factors with a shorter processing fill time. 
• A tangible return on investment came from the part processing time savings. The first machine 
improvement yielded an $81,900 annualized cost savings based on reducing processing time by 2,340 hours.  
When implemented on the other EDM machines, it yielded a net total savings of over $400,000. 
• Since the first implementation phase, DARO has modified 4 other machines, bringing the current total to 
9.  We are now working to modify 5 additional machines by the first quarter of 2013. 



• Intangible savings stemmed from reducing the risk of slip, trip, and fall hazards.  The smaller tank 
reservoirs reduced the amount of oil being used as well as being wasted. Tightening and loosening the 
fixture/parts was no longer a slippery and difficult task. 
        
 
Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 
Face-to-face Surveys of Fab Employees 
Ergo Cup Booth #233 
Texas Instruments, Dallas and Richardson, TX 
 
Presentation Description: 
Late reporting of ergonomics related concerns can delay corrective actions, thereby increasing risk of injury. As a 
proactive measure, a systematic interview system was developed to ensure wafer fab manufacturing employees 
are working comfortably and efficiently. Employees are surveyed periodically to determine if they are 
experiencing discomfort or have any ergonomics related concerns. If so, a request for a detailed ergonomic 
assessment can be submitted electronically so resolution can be tracked. This system prevents injuries, gives 
wafer fab employees an opportunity to voice ergonomics related concerns and is used to measure the 
effectiveness of the site's Ergonomics program. 
 
Problem: 
The wafer fabs have robust ergonomics programs but late reporting of concerns meant the safety and ergonomics 
team could not be as proactive as desired. Even though there were means for fab employees to submit requests 
for workplace ergonomic assessments, few employees did so. The team needed a proactive approach to find 
employees experiencing discomfort or having difficulties before they were injured. 
 
Solution: 
Ergonomics specialists periodically ask a random sample of wafer fab employees a series of questions related to 
their comfort level and general ergonomics principles (ex. neutral posture). Results are reviewed quarterly at 
wafer fab Leadership team meetings. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Decrease in ergonomics related concerns during surveys. Decrease in work related discomfort (9% decrease for 
one site over one year). Decrease in shoe related discomfort. Increase in wafer fab employee awareness of the 
ergonomics program and ergonomic principles. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Hood Adjustment Tool 
Ergo Cup Booth #402 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada, Inc. 
 
Presentation Description: 
After the Toyota RAV4 hood is attached to the vehicle, it often needs to be adjusted to meet quality requirements 
for body alignment. One team member held the hood up while a second team member used both hands to push it 
from side to side with up to 70 kilograms of force. Using an in-house developed hood adjustment tool, a single 
team member can now adjust to specifications using only one hand and minimal force (5 kgf), resulting in 
improvements to ergonomics, productivity, and quality, as well as significant cost savings. 
 



Problem: 
In order to achieve desired specifications, team members were required to manually adjust hoods by pushing 
from the left or right side of the vehicle. In a single shift this was done 120-450 times and required a force of up to 
70 kgf, increasing the risk of upper limb and back WMSDs and generating 13 team member reports of early 
WSMD symptoms. The process was inefficient, as a second worker was needed to hold the hood open. Quality 
was negatively impacted as touching the hood contaminates it with tiny amounts of sealer material found on 
team members' hands, which requires wiping off prior to paint application. 
 
Solution: 
Through team member brainstorming and experimentation, a simple hand tool was designed and fabricated to fit 
behind the hinge of the hood and be used as a lever. This allows a single team member to quickly manipulate the 
hood to achieve the desired specifications using only 5 kgf. The task no longer requires a second team member to 
lift the hood since the hood can stay in closed position. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Force reduction: 70 kgf to 5 kgf (93% improvement). WMSD costs: No WMSD symptoms have been reported since 
tool implementation, saving $46,800 (13 prior reports, $3600 per report). Productivity: Net savings of 8 seconds 
per cycle (2 sec per adjustment plus 6 sec for 2nd TM to hold hood); Annual savings of up to $16,500. Quality: Net 
savings of 2 sec per cycle for sealer wiping elimination. Annual savings of up to $4140. Total Annual Savings: 
$67,440. Cost of materials ($20) + labor ($52): $72. ROI: 93,567%; Payback Period: Less than 1 day. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Ergo Carousel 
Ergo Cup Booth #404 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky, Inc., Erlanger, KY 
 
Presentation Description: 
Each year TMMK Assembly Line 2 Team Members (TMs) install over 800,000 rocker panels on the Toyota Venza 
and Camry. Every 15 minutes, a conveyance TM delivers two in-line, rectangular dolly trays loaded with 8 rockers 
each. One 6 foot long rocker panel is installed every 55 seconds along the exterior lower portion of the vehicle. 
Both dolly handling and lineside part retrieval posed ergonomics-related risks due to high push forces, awkward 
postures, and high frequency. The conveyance and production TMs working this process embarked on a 
collaborative project to redesign the dolly from a traditional dolly tray to an innovative, rotating parts carousel. In 
the process, both ergonomics and productivity were improved, leading to substantial savings. 
 
Problem: 
The loaded dolly tray required a push/pull force of 42 lbs., which both conveyance and production TMs had to 
exert to locate the dolly tray to the appropriate lineside position. Since the production TM must work in a seated 
position, it required him to bend and reach sideways, up to 42 inches, to retrieve rockers from the far ends of the 
rectangular dolly. Once a dolly tray had been emptied, the TM had to exchange dollies. Due to long reach and high 
pull force, often TMs would rise from seated position to retrieve parts and exchange dollies, increasing knee strain 
and process inefficiency. This task generated 3 team member reports of early WSMD symptoms. 
 
Solution: 
Conveyance and production TMs designed and fabricated a parts carousel system that requires less than 6 lbs. of 
force to manipulate. The new rotating design allows 3 dolly trays, instead of 2, to be staged lineside at a time, 
rotating around each other in a small footprint. Since each of the 3 trays holds 8 rockers, this reduces the number 



of lineside deliveries for conveyance TMs. For the production TMs, the revolving carousel eliminates back bend 
and reduces reach by keeping all rockers close to the body plus eliminates the need to exchange dollies. They no 
longer need to rise from seated position to retrieve parts or relocate dolly trays. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Force reduction: 42 lbs. to < 6 lbs. (86% improvement). Back bend: 30 degree bend to neutral (100% 
improvement). Reach: 42 in. to 10 in. (76% improvement). WMSD costs: No WMSD symptoms have been reported 
since implementation, saving $10,800 (3 prior reports, $3600 per report). Conveyance Savings: 9 fewer 
conveyance stops x 3.5 minutes per stop; Annual savings of $8085. Production Savings: 4.25 minutes/day; Annual 
savings of $5890. Total Savings: $24,775. Cost of materials plus labor: $372. ROI = 6560%, Payback period: 4 days. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Magnetic Hose Clamp Installation Tool 
Ergo Cup Booth #406 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Texas, Inc., San Antonio, TX 
 
Presentation Description: 
Toyota Motor Manufacturing, TX, Inc. (TMMTX) is home to the Toyota Tundra and Tacoma, building 800-900 
vehicles per day. The Assembly Shop faces many WMSD risks due to upper extremity force, posture, and 
repetition. This Shop has focused on reducing hand and wrist injuries, which account for 35% of its ergonomics-
related injuries. One concern was using traditional, spring-loaded pliers to install hose clamps, resulting in force 
and awkward wrist postures. Through considerable experimentation, the pliers were magnetized and redesigned 
to make the task easier and faster, generating significant savings. 
 
Problem: 
Two cooler hoses are installed per vehicle, for a total of 800-900 clamps installed per shift. During cooler hose 
clamp installation, each hose clamp is held open with a removable clip. First, the team member removes the 
retaining clip by pulling with the pliers. Second, the team member aligns the clamp by squeezing it open with the 
pliers until he slides it to its final position. The task frequency, clip pull force (4 kgf), deviated wrist posture, and 
long grip span resulted in one ergonomic-related injury and thereby initiated this team-driven ergonomic solution. 
 
Solution: 
Through extensive prototyping, the tool cavity was modified with magnetic plates that remove the clip with 
minimal effort. Now a simple squeeze of 0.05 kgf activates the magnet. The tool was also outfitted with a 
narrower nose specifically tailored for clamp positioning and clip removal and handles with a shorter grip span, 
which keep wrists closer to neutral posture. Compared to traditional pliers, time to install a single clamp is 
reduced by 1.5 seconds, as the redesigned nose reduces the time needed to reposition the pliers around each 
clamp. The new tool works on any size hose clamp, making it easily adaptable to other operations across TMMTX 
and other industries. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Reduced hand force from 4 kgf to 0.05 kgf (98% reduction). Reduced cycle time by 3 sec (1.5 seconds/clamp), for 
annual cost savings of $7510. Cost avoidance of 1 injury/year results in an annual savings of $25,000 (direct + 
indirect costs). Total annual cost savings: $32,510. Cost of solution was $1380 (cost of materials + labor). ROI = 
2256%; Payback period = 11 days. 
 
 



Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 
JGI Employee-Focused Ergonomic Office and Laboratory Workstations 
Ergo Cup Booth #134 
DOE - Joint Genome Institute, Walnut Creek, CA 
 
Presentation Description: 
The Department of Energy's Joint Genome Institute (JGI) uses a team approach while remodeling laboratory and 
office spaces. JGI's employees, ergonomist, procurement, and facilities staff collectively identify, order, and install 
adjustable, comfortable, and safe furniture. Employee-designed furniture was used when remodeling laboratories 
to accommodate specific ergonomic needs and optimize productivity. Mock-up workstations and different 
furniture options were tested and rated by employees before purchasing. Electric height-adjustable office and lab 
furniture as well as height-adjustable lab benches were selected. These ergonomic solutions provide versatility for 
multi-user desks and lab benches, improve productivity, and reduce facilities costs and risks of ergonomic injuries. 
 
Problem: 
Before this initiative, JGI's work environment of offices and laboratories had furniture with limited adjustability, 
which increased employees’ risk of maintaining static or unnatural postures. This risk can potentially lead to 
discomfort and lost productivity due to employee work-restrictions and injuries. Limited adjustability of 
laboratory furniture was an even bigger issue due to a greater variance in tasks, wider variety of equipment, and 
because lab workstations are shared by many different employees over a same work shift. Before implementing 
employee-selected and employee-designed furniture, lab employees were observed using awkward postures to 
compensate for improper furniture heights, including excessive reaching and work above shoulder level. Also, 
significant time was spent by facilities staff installing, adjusting, and moving furniture to accommodate individual 
employee needs. Poor furniture design and limited adjustability can contribute to ergonomic-related discomfort, 
ergonomic injuries, and can translate to reduced productivity and higher costs with lost work days. 
 
Solution: 
A growing body of research advocates for movement and standing throughout the day to reduce health risks 
associated with sedentary work environments. JGI's initiative to select and use versatile and flexible furniture in 
its work environment provides the following benefits: - Reduces time spent by facilities staff to address furniture 
issues for each individual employee's ergonomic needs; - Eliminates delays in making ergonomic adjustments to 
furniture when performing ergonomic evaluations; - Allows employees to easily and frequently make changes 
independently throughout the day and accommodate their varying work postures and tasks. In Fiscal Year (FY) 
2010, fully electric height-adjustable workstations and adjustable side-tables replaced all nonadjustable office and 
production lab workstations throughout the entire JGI facility. All lab benches in the research and development 
areas can be now be manually adjusted and customized for individuals as well as equipment. The electric height-
adjustable lab benches now allow individual employees to accommodate their needs in a shared workstation 
environment. The efforts of JGI, a division of the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL), have resulted in fewer 
injuries, and were well-received by employees. The success of this initiative influenced the LBNL organization to 
implement a similar initiative throughout all divisions of LBNL, resulting in reduced ergonomic risks to their larger 
work force. Incorporating employees into the furniture-selection process is just one example of the larger safety 
culture and awareness that exists at JGI. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
- In the two years prior to the initiative, JGI had 14 recordable ergonomic-related injuries.  In the three years since 
implementing the initiative, JGI has had only one recordable ergonomic-related injury.  Using the Washington 
State Ergonomics Return-On-Investment (ROI) Cost Benefit Calculator, which estimates $10K for the direct cost of 
an ergonomic injury, there was $140K worth of costs due to ergonomic injuries in the two years prior to the 



initiative and $10K worth of costs over the three years since the initiative was implemented.  An estimated cost 
savings of $67,000/year for the 260 employees at the JGI site (or $258 per employee per year) in direct costs was 
realized! (Source: Washington State Ergonomics ROI Cost Benefit Calculator)  Please note that the estimated total 
(direct + indirect) cost savings would have been twice as much according to the Washington State Ergonomics ROI 
Cost Benefit Calculator.   
 
- In FY 2009, LBNL noticed there were 9 injuries directly attributable to employees moving into offices with poorly 
designed furniture.  As a result of this, in FY 2010, LBNL created an organization-wide furniture standard requiring 
fully adjustable ergonomic furniture for all office remodels and new construction.  In the two years since 
implementing this new standard, there have been no injuries associated with moves or poor furniture design.  
 
- JGI has benefited from the advantages and high ROI (Source: Ergoweb Article Evidence: Investing in Adjustable 
Workstations Produces Healthy ROI) for adjustable tables as identified by the Ergoweb Article:  Evidence Investing 
in Adjustable Workstations Produces Healthy ROI. 
(a) No additional facilities staff time is needed to adjust furniture after employee moves  
(b) The adjustable furniture has enabled desk sharing and multi-shift work arrangements 
(c) The need for facilities staff time to reconfigure or do one time minor adjustments on non-adjustable furniture 
has been eliminated: $100+ labor cost savings 
(d) The need for ergonomic keyboard trays and installation has been eliminated: $200+ cost savings 
(e) Lost productivity due to improper furniture heights and configuration: 10% loss of productivity each workday, 
on estimate, has been eliminated. 
 
- A comprehensive case study review of various companies conducted by Puget Sound Human Factors and 
Ergonomics Society in partnership with Washington State Department of Labor (Source: Puget Sound Human 
Factors and Ergonomics Society & Washington State Department of Labor and Industries Analysis of Costs and 
Benefits of Ergonomics)  noted 4.4 to 28.4% increases in productivity directly associated with improvements to 
furniture. 
 
- The Cornell Ergonomics ROI Estimator estimates a payback period of only 2.1 months for the $1600/adjustable 
office desks that are used at the JGI.  This yields a conservative estimate of a 10% productivity increase versus 
utilization of fixed non-adjustable furniture.  See below chart for further details. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Cornell Ergonomics ROI Estimator  |  Values 
------------------------------------------------------ 
*Enter average annual salary               |  92400 
------------------------------------------------------ 
*Enter # employees                          |  260 
------------------------------------------------------ 
* Enter expected % productivity increase   |  10 
------------------------------------------------------ 
* Enter cost per employee of the            |   
ergonomics intervention                     |  1600 
------------------------------------------------------ 
1 year ROI (%)                               |  577.5 
------------------------------------------------------ 
3 years ROI (%)                              |  1732.5 
------------------------------------------------------ 



Payback period (months)                     | 2.1 
______________________________________________________ 
 
- Replacing the old fixed office desks with adjustable desks has allowed for 100% of the JGI population to be 
accommodated.  Before implementation, the fixed desks with keyboard trays were appropriate for 75% of the 
population’s seated height and did not fully address ergo risks as they could not provide adjustability for standing.  
Since implementation of electric height-adjustable desks, 100% of the population can be accommodated for both 
sitting and standing (see Table 1).  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Table 1 - Comparison of JGI Office Furniture 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
                              |     Before                                        |    After 
                              |    (Fixed Desk with Keyboard Tray) |    (Electric Height-Adjustable Desk) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Height Range     |     24-30 inches   |    20-54.5 inches 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% of Population                                                                
Accommodated (Seated)|     75%, shortest workers at greatest risk       |    100% 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
% of Population                                                        
Accommodated (Standing)|     0%                                         |    100% 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
- Replacing fixed laboratory benches with adjustable benches has allowed for 100% of the JGI laboratory 
population to be accommodated. Before implementation, the fixed lab benches were appropriate for 75% of the 
population’s standing height and did not fully address ergo risks as they could not provide adjustability for sitting.  
Since implementation of electric height-adjustable lab benches, 100% of the population can be accommodated for 
both sitting and standing, which addresses the ergonomic needs of employees more fully (see Table 2). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Table 2 - Comparison of JGI Lab Furniture 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
                              |     Before                                         |    After 
                              |    (Fixed Lab Bench)    |    (Electric Height-Adjustable Lab Bench) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Height Range              |     36 inches                            |    30-39.5 inches 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% of Population                
Accommodated (Seated)|     0%      |    100% 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
% of Population                                                              
Accommodated (Standing)|     75%, tallest workers at greatest risk        |    100% 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Guidelines Established from Kodak’s Ergonomics Design for People at Work  
[Seated 22-28.5 if adjustable 28. 5 non-adjustable Standing 37-46.5 42 inches if non-adjustable] 
 
List of Sources 
------------------- 



Source: Washington State Ergonomics ROI Cost Benefit Calculator 
Source: Ergoweb Article Evidence: Investing in Adjustable Workstations Produces Healthy ROI 
(http://www.ergoweb.com/news/detail.cfmid=2618) 
Source: Puget Sound Human Factors and Ergonomics Society & Washington State Department of Labor and 
Industries Analysis of Costs and Benefits of Ergonomics 
(http://www.pshfes.org/Resources/Documents/Ergonomics_cost_benefit_case_study_collection.pdf) 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Kaizen Project Reduces Ergonomics Risk and Improve Production Output 
Ergo Cup Booth #127 
Cordis de Mexico, Cd. Juarez, Mexico 
 
Presentation Description: 
During the Kaizen events that are held every month we have different themes, one of those themes is ergonomics 
so all the project in that month are focuses on ergonomics topics. One of those projects came from Feeders line. 
The Kaizen was generated from the “Assembly rod station” that presented the fallowing ergonomic problems: 
pinch grip, repetition and wrist extension. 
 
Problem: 
Using the E-tools methodology the operation was analyzed and resulting as a high risk operation because to 
assemble the rod into the catheter the employee need to use their fingers to push the rod into the catheter 
generating a pinch grip over 4 pounds for each movement and it was require between 40-50 times to insert one 
rod and with a production volume of 1400 pieces per shift. At the end the associate made between 56,000-70,000 
finger and wrist movements. 
 
Solution: 
The associates followed the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze Improve, and Control) process and evaluated data 
collected through various methods such as: 5 why's, fish diagram, and ergo job analyzer (E-tools) At the end one 
equipment was developed to insert the rod into the catheter. The equipment automated the process and now the 
employed just has to take the rod and catheter and placed it in the equipment to do the insertion 
 
Measurable Outcomes 
Metric   Improvement        Improvement 
1. Safety  Ergo High Risk Task Operations Reduced 3 to 0           100%  
2. Quality  N/A        N/A 
3. Compliance  N/A        N/A 
4. Delivery  Cycle time was reduced from 36 to 7 seconds   500% 
5. Cost   Reduction of scrap due to bent rod for manual insertion  $31K Dollars  
                                                        
The total investment for this change was $ 1,200 USD for designing and building the equipment.  Using the 
equipment reduced the need to purchase new rods due to bending of rods during the manual insertion 
generating a cost avoided of $31,000 USD. The return of investment was in the first month.  The biggest impact 
was the elimination of the ergonomic risks factors. Since the implementation of this new process we had not 
received any more reported injuries from this area.    
 
 
Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 

http://www.pshfes.org/Resources/Documents/Ergonomics_cost_benefit_case_study_collection.pdf�


Ergonomic Risk Reduction Management System Model 
Ergo Cup Booth #132 
Ethicon, Cd. Juarez, Mexico 
 
Presentation Description: 
Strategic, and practical approach to ergonomic risk factor reduction by applying a management system model 
with the flexibility to fit any organization's structure and culture. The methodology develops tactical and technical 
plans by providing effective implementation solutions to engineering department, ergonomics standards, design 
guidelines, and documents for program evaluation and review, which supports the medical department for cases 
management purposes. 
 
Problem: 
The primary reason most companies strive to improve ergonomics in the workplace is to prevent injuries (MSDs) 
and reduce the costs associated with them (Walt Rostykus, 2012). Most organizations measure their ergonomics 
program by this general metric of consequence, which it's the wrong measure to use because the focus is on the 
consequence (injury) and not the cause (exposure). For some companies, the problem is the occurrence of MSD 
injuries and the high costs associated with them. Others focus on improving productivity and quality, or employee 
retention. The variable defined for the cause where the Ergonomic Risk Factors. Resolving workplace issues 
required a data-driven approach to assessing and managing ergonomic risk. One of the major challenges was how 
to best use data to drive our efforts. Ergonomic risk data is critical to a successful ergonomics program, yet the 
data was overwhelming. 
 
Solution: 
1. Define the Problem  
2. Define the Best Approach 
3. Define the Variables 
4. Develop a Plan 
 4.1. Ergonomics Assessment 
 4.2. Risk Factors VS Tasks Matrix Development 
 4.3. Ergonomics Action Plan Development 
 4.4. Ergonomics Guidelines Development 
 4.5. Multidisciplinary Team Integration. 
 4.6. Integrate Ergonomics Action Plan to Engineering Initiatives 
  4.6.1. Focus on identifying low-cost, high-impact solutions. 
  4.6.2. Integrate ergonomics design to engineering modifications. 
5. Implement the Plan 
6. Evaluate Results 
 6.1. Ergonomics Reassessment - Review Modifications Impact  
7. Develop the next Ergonomic Action Plan 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Metric          Improvement     
•Safety: 205 High/Moderate Ergo Risk Factors Reduction to Low/OK 
•Effective: Solve a specific problem or issue. 100% 
•Efficient: Can solve a specific problem with a low investment of resources (time, money, and people). 
•Sustainable: Once a problem is resolved, keep the issue in check. Maintain the improvement across time and 
changes (in leadership, programs, business focus, and business conditions). 



•Compliant: In addition to solving a problem through ergonomics, the program meet all local, regional, or national 
requirements regarding occupational ergonomics.  
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
LEAN reconfiguration though DMAIC road map process leads to Ergonomic Risk Red 
Ergo Cup Booth #123 
Ethicon, Cd. Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
 
Presentation Description: 
As part of lean transformation strategy, RL production line was selected as one to be evaluated to indentify and 
reduce different types of waste generated on it. The key objective of this project was to implement practical 
changes to reduce ergonomic risk factors. 
  
Problem: 
60 Ergonomic Risk Factors across 16 workstations: 46 High Risk, 14 Moderate Risk 
 
Solution: 
The team conducted a rigorous analysis of the original process to evaluate and determine improvements in areas 
associated with high ergonomic risk factors of reaching across the body, shoulder abduction, lower back twisting, 
ulnar deviation of the hand and reaching behind the body. Additionally, areas such as material presentation, 
material flow, and workstation/equipment design were evaluated for improvements for these two stations. The 
associates followed the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze Improve, and Control) process and evaluated data 
collected through various Lean and Ergonomic tools such as: Analysis of the Product, Activity of the Operator, 
Spaghetti Diagrams, Ergo Job Analyzer and implementing an standard work, material replenishment, parts 
presentation, and reduce waste. A final line design was proposed, which was based on practical solutions 
provided by the team for the reduction of ergonomic risks in the manufacturing process and the elimination of 
unnecessary movements. All this activities were executed by line associates. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Metric       Improvement 
1. Safety   60 Ergo High Risk Factors Reduced 100%  
2. Quality   27 Defects Before – 24 Defects After Modifications    
3. Compliance   WIP Inventory Reduction 
4. Delivery   N/A 
5. Cost    7 Associates Re-allocation, 77KUSD Annual,  
    500 Ft² Workspace, 5KUSD One time hit   
 
The annual savings due to this LEAN reconfiguration head count was $77000USD with an investment of 
$12500USD, return of investment was realized within five months, the first year NET savings are $64000USD.  
Additional benefits are implementation of material replenishment, achieve one piece flow between operation and 
WIP reduction. And the most important benefit for our organization was the people engagement through a LEAN 
training process with a total 100 hours 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
CIP Projects Leads to Ergonomic Risk Reduction 
Ergo Cup Booth #333 



Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Cd. Juarez, Mexico 
 
Presentation Description: 
In the Xcel lines had a path printing process to print information of the product in the cap. The printing is done by 
two equipments because the printing is done into different sides of the cap. One operator ran both equipments. 
We have 9 Xcel lines running 2 shift so a total of 18 employees where assign to this task. The path printing 
equipment had capacity of generating more output but ran at slower pace because other stations have lager 
production cycle. It was decided to run the process independently in OPEN which is a no production area where 
they lubricate different components use in the line. The key objective of this project was to implement changes to 
reduce ergonomic risk factors and increase output of the process. 
 
Problem: 
1.The operation in turn presented ergonomic risks as follows: shoulder abduction & flexion, reaching across the 
body, twisting & sitting posture issues. 2.The current manufacturing process was originally designed for sitting 
operations only. The team needed to determine which working posture, sitting or standing, best allowed for the 
reduction of ergonomic risk factors. Considerations included tasks performed, frequency of tasks, and general 
associate populations for the region as well as travel distances. 3.Changes in the process/workstation design had 
to consider potential ergonomic risk factors, and produce no interruptions. 4.We have to different path printing 
equipment with different equipment cycles. One printed the side of the cap and other the top of the cap. 5.The 
original manufacturing process design had a total of 3 ergonomic recordable medical incidents reported. 
 
Solution: 
The team drove a rigorous analysis of the original process to evaluate and determine improvements in the high 
ergonomic risk factors of reaching across the body, shoulder abduction, lower back twisting. Additionally, areas 
such as material presentation, material flow, and workstation/equipment design were evaluated for 
improvements. The associates followed the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze Improve, and Control) process and 
evaluated data collected through E tools. A final line cell design was proposed of a 3 man cell to run 2 side path 
printers & 1 top. In addition to the configuration new bins were design and ramps with air pusher to transporter 
the cap to the next printer. This configuration allows us to deliver the same output with only 12 employees 
instead of 18. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Metric   Improvement       % Improvement 
1. Safety  7 Ergo High Risk Factors Eliminated or Reduced to Low Risk 100%  
2. Quality  N/A                           N/A 
3. Compliance  N/A        N/A 
4. Delivery  N/A                                                     N/A 
5. Cost   Reallocation of 6 Associates and Reduction   54K USD of Energy 
           Consumption of 4 
           Machines 
 
Due to changes performed on each station to eliminated high risk ergonomic operations, as a indirect result it 
were directly impact the cycle time and excessive movements of associates to load and unload parts.. 
 
Minimum total annual of cost savings of 54,000 was achieved through the above improvements. This can be 
realized through the collective participation of the team with an estimated investment less than 3,000 in 2 
months for a minimum ROI (return of investment) and for the first year NET savings was $49,000. 
 



 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Easy Does It 2 
Ergo Cup Booth #418 
Honda of South Carolina Mfg, Inc., Timmonsville, SC 
 
Presentation Description: 
After the ATV fuel tanks are molded a drilling process is done to open the fuel fill neck and the fuel on/off lever 
assembly holes. In order to set the fuel tank in the drill machine, metal clamping fixtures must be secured to the 
fuel tank, then placed in the drill machine. When placing the metal clamping fixtures to the tank the associates 
must use grip force and pushing forces to close the top clamping fixture and pin assembly measuring at 32lbs of 
force. The lower tank metal fixture is installed with bolts using an air tool. The complete process takes 62 seconds, 
50 seconds of the procedure was a manual material handling task. This time was used to attach and detach metal 
fixtures while other tanks are being drilled in the machine. In addition to the ergonomic risk associated with 
attaching the clamping fixtures, this procedure was highly repetitive requiring the associates to flip the fuel tank 
over numerous times. 
 
Problem: 
This was a highly repetitive tasks requiring awkward postures to maneuver fuel tanks for the drilling procedure, 
numerous wasted movements were required. This procedure required push and grip forces that were identified 
as ergonomic risk factors during the ergonomic risk assessment. Honda ergonomic guidelines identified moderate 
to high risk associated with clamping the metal fixtures to the fuel tanks. Lean manufacturing technology was not 
applied to this procedure, this process was flagged as an ergonomic risk process. Two injuries were associated 
with the procedure. 
 
Solution: 
Our in house team designed, prototyped and implemented a pneumatic fixture that positions the fuel tank into 
the drilling machine without the need of manual clamping fixtures. Each fixture was customized to fit the 
dimensions of each fuel tank model. Once the fuel tank is loaded the pneumatic fixture is activated, the fuel tank 
is then positioned at the drill eliminating the need to manually position each fuel tank. This ergonomic 
countermeasure eliminated the manual material handling task of attaching and detaching clamping fixtures 
needed to position the fuel tanks for the drill machine. The ergonomic solution engineered out the ergonomic risk 
factors associated with this procedure. The procedure was evaluated using Honda ergonomic guidelines and the 
NIOSH lifting equation after the countermeasure. Each evaluation confirmed ergonomic risk factors have been 
eliminated from this process. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety- Hand/Arm risk factors associated with the procedure were engineered out of the job, eliminating further 
first aids and recordable injuries. Quality - By eliminating the metal fixtures the team removed the risk of thread 
damage to the fuel tanks. Delivery- Manual material handling was reduced by 35 seconds per cycle. The remaining 
15 seconds are used to load fuel tanks into the drill. Manual material handling was reduced by 70%. Costs- Our 
company has saved $35,280 in assembly cost by reducing overall manual material handling. On average one fuel 
tank would be scraped per shift due to thread damage associated with installing metal clamping fixtures. This 
scrap cost has been eliminated saving an additional $990. 64 per month. Total manufacturing costs have been 
reduced by $47,160 a year. Medical cost associated with hand injuries average $15,284 per claim, this cost was 
avoided. Morale - Positive improvements have been made through associate ideas and involvement. The 
ergonomic countermeasure has reduced MSD risks and improved overall working conditions for Honda of South 
Carolina associates. 



 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
The Enforcers 
Ergo Cup Booth #234 
Honda of South Carolina Mfg, Inc., Timmonsville, SC 
 
Presentation Description: 
Installing rubber grommets to parts can be very challenging and stressful on the body. The grommets are tight 
fitting rubber insulators used to silence vibration on the all terrain vehicles. Most models we produce have 10 -16 
sets of grommets. Installing the grommets is a physically demanding procedure creating multiple ergonomic risk 
factors. Risk factors include static power grip while using a hand tool to install the grommets, sustained wrist 
flexion and elbow abduction. These risk factors make an uncomfortable work environment for the associates. The 
Honda of South Carolina 2012 Ergo cup entry challenged this same risk and eliminated it in the plastics 
department by in house automation. This year the assembly department improved this countermeasure by 
applying pneumatic grommet pullers to the toolbox lid assembly area. 
 
Problem: 
Grommet installation requires associates to use a flathead screwdriver gripping and pushing in a downward 
motion. The process is extremely physical requiring the associates to use poor body mechanics in the upper body. 
While holding the part manually and pushing in a downward motion this creates shoulder abduction risk limiting 
the blood flow to the working muscles. Pinch grip and pushing forces exceeded the Honda ergonomic guideline 
criteria. Improvements were necessary to eliminate the potential for MSD's 
 
Solution: 
Countermeasure activity was done in multiple stages. 1) In an effort to reduce wasted movements a plastic 
holding fixture was designed to cradle the tool box lid while each grommet was installed, this reduced physical 
requirements. 2) A tool was designed to compress the rubber grommet in place eliminating the use of the 
flathead screwdriver. 3) Applying Lean manufacturing principles led to automating the grommet installation. 
Metal grommet pullers were attached to pneumatic cylinders, when activated the pullers compress the grommets 
and securely install them. Loading and unloading is the only manual labor now required to complete this 
procedure. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety- Countermeasure activity has eliminated the ergonomic risk factors involved in this procedure. This 
ergonomic countermeasure has now been implemented in 3 separate departments at Honda of South Carolina. 
Quality - Designing the toolbox lid cradle and grommet pullers have improved process consistency and efficiency. 
Department quality has improved through process consistency. Delivery- By implementing lean manufacturing 
characteristics the total assembly time required was reduced by 27 seconds. This improves daily production 
volume in the assembly department. Costs- A proactive approach to eliminating the ergonomic risk factors 
eliminated potential injury costs, MSD's for the hand and arm normally exceed $15000 per claim. Department 
assembly cost was reduced by $193,493.27 the first year! Morale - Happy associates build the best ATV's on earth 
at Honda of South Carolina. Our team designed and implemented each countermeasure. There is no greater 
reward than taking ownership in the company you work for! 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Maintenance Pump Slide Used To Reduce Awkward Lifting 
Ergo Cup Booth #332 



Johnson & Johnson Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, Rochester, NY 
 
Presentation Description: 
A multidiscipline team was used to solve a longstanding issue associated with placing pump motors onto 
machines which coat film used medical testing. This team was made up of 6 associates who perform the work, an 
engineer, a supervisor, a manager, and an ergonomist who was new to this facility. Through great 
communications, employee involvement, and teamwork a high risk potential task was reduced to low risk 
potential using a creative one of a kind solution costing $1,400 USD. The prototype solution worked so well 
according to the 6 operators, the team is in the process of purchasing 7 additional maintenance pump slides, one 
for each machine, plus 1 back-up. Awkward lifting was eliminated by the use of a custom designed slide which 
positions the 40 pound pumps in / out of the machines. This pump slide / bridge platform was nicknamed the 
"scorpion" due to its overall shape, and maneuverability. 
 
Problem: 
During the coating of film used for medical testing, pumps are routinely placed in and out of our coating 
machines. The pumps which weigh up to 40.2 pounds each need to be placed into a tight location which is 6 inch 
above floor level and 28 inches from the operators’ feet. This requires an extended reach and awkward postures. 
When the routine task was compared to the NIOSH / Johnson & Johnson lifting guideline, this lift is considered 
high risk potential. The main issue driving the risk is the 28 inch forward reach with a 40.2 pound pump fully 
suspended in mid air. They’re not enough room in the machine cabinet for a 2 person lift. A cabinet redesign for 
the 8 machines would total well over $500,000. The cabinets are intrinsically designed due to the nature of the 
chemicals used in this process. 
 
Solution: 
Many different solutions were reviewed for this project. Overhead cranes, jib cranes, lift tables, slings, and others 
were all reviewed. This area poses a unique challenge due to the low ceiling height, shear number of overhead 
pipes, uneven and tiled floor with many drain areas, and tight machine cabinet spaces. To further complicate a 
solution the room is rated as class I division II intrinsically safe due to the volatile chemical usage and vapors. 
Ultimately a custom designed slide made of aluminum and ESD safe plastic was built and acts like a bridge to slide 
the heavy pumps into and out of the coating machines. We refer to this slide /bridge as the "scorpion" due to its 
unique shape, and maneuverability. Special care was made to accommodate finger clearances when placing the 
heavy pumps onto the slide itself. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
The total cost of the solution is $1,400 per machine, we have a total of 7 machines. Currently we have had a 9 
year history of ergonomic back /shoulder strains, and finger crushes associated with this issue. Previously several 
bulky lift tables were tried and were quickly dismissed due to lack of operator input and practicality. It is 
estimated that this issue has cost our company a minimum of $84,000 in direct medical costs. We have also spent 
approximately $12,000 on other previous solutions. We are now experiencing an increase in moral, efficiency, and 
safety which is providing us both tangible and in-tangible benefits. This team concept, associate involvement and 
practical solutions has inspired other unique ergonomic solutions throughout this facility. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Automatic Rack Ball Screw Assembly Machine 
Ergo Cup Booth #128 
Nexteer Automotive Plant, El Marqués,  
 



Presentation Description: 
Plant 65 manufactures “rack assist” electric power steering for the automotive industry. This is a high volume, 
high value, product that has a salvage process to avoid potentially seven million dollars in annual scrap costs. This 
process involved manually wiping grease off of the entire rack assembly where an average 900 pieces were 
cleaned by ten operators over three shifts. Repetitive wrist twisting and awkward arm movements resulted in 
numerous injuries and verbal complaints. Engineering developed a simple machine with a motor that slowly spins 
the rack so that a fiber fixture removes the grease. Ergonomic risks were significantly reduced and there was a 
75% reduction in cycle time resulting in $142,800 USD labor savings. 
 
Problem: 
Manual rack cleaning required over 69,120 wrist twisting motions, 12,960 up and down arm movements, and 
8,640 neck bending movements per operator over the course of the shift. Operators worked with the elbows 
above mid-torso and with neck deviations for greater than one third cycle with the cleaning cycle lasting from 3.5 
to 4 minutes. There were seven medical visits and ten verbal complaints for hand, wrist and shoulder strain. A 
Strain index analysis resulted in a hazardous cores ranging from 162 for the left hand to 243 for the right hand. A 
RULA analysis resulted in a score of “7” indicating immediate changes must be implemented.  Ten people were 
assigned to rack cleaning resulting in additional unplanned labor costs. 
 
Solution: 
Engineering designed a simple station with an electrical motor that spins the rack and has an adjacent sliding 
mechanical lineal guide with a cleaning fiber fixture. The fiber is manually engaged to the spinning rack and the 
rack threads automatically “walk” the fiber down the rack so the rack is wiped clean. All details were designed and 
manufactured in the plant with an external supplier building the table and installing the details. The new work 
method is to load the rack assembly horizontally with both hands at the proper ergonomic height, insert fiber C-
clamp on the rack threads (no force applied), activate the switch, and occasionally place brush over ball nut while 
piece is spinning. Once one pass of the fiber has been made, the bearing is then moved to the other side to repeat 
cleaning. Awkward repetitive movements involving the wrists, arms and neck were eliminated. The cycle time was 
reduced from 240 seconds to 60 seconds. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Reanalysis with RULA and Strain Index showed that risk factors were reduced to within guidelines. The resultant 
RULA score was 3 and Strain Index scores ranged from 1 for the left hand to 2.25 for the right hand. Cycle time 
was reduced 75% resulting in an annual labor savings of $20,400 USD or $142,800 USD over the life of the 
program. Based on these savings and a $1,700 USD tooling investment, the Return on Investment (ROI) is $83 USD 
for every dollar spent. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
The Timken Tugger 
Ergo Cup Booth #420 
Timken Shiloh Plant, Rutherfordton, NC 
 
Presentation Description: 
We created a unique and specialized mechanical lifting machine capable of reaching into, under, and through 
machinery and equipment in space constrained locations for lifting heavy machine components. Previously, these 
components had to be wrestled out of or into place by a single individual. By doing so, there was a significant risk 
of MSD's. Its simple innovative design allows it to fold and drop down so that it can move into the same space 



occupied by a repairman or technician in a kneeling or crouching position. If a man can get to the work, so can the 
"Timken Tugger". 
 
Problem: 
Our plant has an aging workforce. As time goes on, these highly skilled associates are more susceptible to MSD's 
resulting from daily lifting, pulling, pushing, and maneuvering of machine components weighing up to 100 lbs. 
that must be removed and replaced manually inside of machinery and equipment. Due to machinery 
configuration, only one person can fit into the very tight spaces in awkward postures. These are places where 
conventional hoists, forklifts, boom trucks, and "cherry pickers" are incapable of reaching to provide mechanical 
lift assist. Hence the "Timken Tugger" was born. 
 
Solution: 
With input from many stakeholders the design for the "Timken Tugger" evolved. It has been continuously 
improved as different associates contributed ideas on how to give it greater versatility so that it could be used to 
remove ergonomic risks normally incurred while performing a variety of everyday tasks in different departments. 
The resulting "Timken Tugger" is only 20-1/4" wide and 37" long with a boom that extends from 40-3/8" to 5'4-
3/8" and can extend into spaces as low as 16" above the floor or up to 5'6" and is load rated by Crane America. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Morale: The project is designed to relieve ergonomic risks for more than 100 associates that previously have been 
manually wrestling with heavy machine components in awkward postures and tight spaces. Expenses: The cost for 
building the "Timken Tugger" in-house was $987. Cost Savings: Maintenance Team alone averages between 3 and 
5 opportunities to use the "Timken Tugger" each month lifting machine components ranging from 60 to 115 lbs. 
Thus far we have experienced a 25% reduction in task time or an annual savings of up to $2,095.50 or a one year 
ROI of 112%. Currently we do not have enough data accumulated yet to publish any savings realized for using the 
tugger for changing heavy grind wheels and tooling during setups or for moving heavy gauges. A conservative 
estimate would be 300 exposure opportunities on an annual basis. With an aging work force, one or more of 
these exposure opportunities could result in a lost time incident and incur the type of costs a indicated below. 
Cost Avoidance: The direct costs for a single back injury range from $10,000 - $80,000 with indirect costs ranging 
from $30,000 - $800,000 per incident. With over 100 associates exposed to the risk of back injuries while 
performing normal heavy tasks, the cost exposure is also extremely great except for mechanical assistance 
provided by the "Timken Tugger". Ergonomic Risk Reduction: Assessments revealed that the risk involved in the 
tasks as they were originally being performed manually gave quantitative job hazard scores of "45" which are 
ranked as HIGH risk for MSD's. Associates assessed performing the same tasks but using the "Timken Tugger" to 
handle all the lifting in awkward postures and tight, hard to reach areas revealed that the job hazard scores are 
now at "0". 
 
 
Ergonomics Program Improvement Initiatives 
RULA Android Mobile Software 
Ergo Cup Booth #130 
Nexteer Automotive Plant, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 
 
Presentation Description: 
Plant 89 was using OWAS to analyze jobs in the plant and wanted to use a tool that provided more in depth 
analysis. The plant decided to use RULA, however, the paper version was cumbersome and not easily done on the 
plant floor. A Plant 89 Industrial Engineer took the initiative to create a RULA mobile app for Android phones. This 



resulted in electronic completion of a RULA analysis on the job site, in half the time, with the ability to quickly 
conduct multiple analyses and email the results. 
 
Problem: 
Use of the RULA tool requires some degree of training and is not easily done on the plant floor with a paper copy. 
Typically jobs were videotaped and a trained analyst had to complete the RULA analysis in the office. This made it 
difficult to analyze a large number of jobs so typically only high priority jobs were analyzed. 
 
Solution: 
A Plant 89 Industrial Engineer wrote a RULA mobile app for Android phones to make it easier and much more 
efficient to conduct a RULA analysis. The software allows a user to quickly complete a RULA analysis on any 
Android mobile phone with minimal training. The software is written so that it is “image based” and therefore can 
be used throughout Nexteer at all of our global locations. Once the analysis is complete, the results can be 
emailed to the user and others of interest. The email provides the final score and the individual body part scores 
so the user can prioritize what needs to be corrected on the job. The mobile app was validated against the paper 
copy with 20 tests over the range of low, medium, and high score values. Approximately 50 hours were required 
to write and test the program. The program was written with free software development tools such as Java, Net 
Beans IDE, etc. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
RULA analyses can now be completed on the plant floor, in half the time compared to the paper copy, and simply 
requires that the user has an Android mobile phone. Additionally, the analyses can be conducted by minimally 
trained users and does not require a highly trained technician. This makes it more likely that more people will be 
involved in the evaluation process and therefore more jobs will be analyzed and corrected. The email function 
allows results to be easily corrected and shared and creates a paperless process. Success of the use of the RULA 
app also opens the door to the development of other mobile analysis tools. The simple “image based” structure of 
the program is conducive to global use among the Nexteer plants. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Piston Compressor Tool Reduces Force, Awkward Postures 
Ergo Cup Booth #424 
Norfolk Southern, Shaffer's Crossing, VA 
 
Presentation Description: 
Norfolk Southern has over 4000 Mechanical employees maintaining 4200 locomotives at over 100 facilities. The 
piston and other components contained in a locomotive power assembly must be changed out after a certain 
amount of locomotive running. The task involved significant force and awkward body postures to push down on a 
T handled tool to align/seat the new piston in the refurbished power assembly unit. Employees were concerned 
about the difficulty of the task. Employees in that department took the initiative to develop a new tool to assist. 
By testing and constructing a lever and fulcrum type tool, they were able to significantly reduce the force and 
awkward postures of aligning/seating and pushing down the new piston into the power assembly. 
 
Problem: 
One of our machinists was concerned with the awkward body positioning, the significant force needed and the 
lack of control when compressing the new piston into the power assembly during a locomotive power assembly 
change out. When a power assembly is changed, the piston, liner and head are removed and it is then necessary 
to reseat the piston into the rebuilt assembly. The power assembly unit contains the piston, similar to a car, but 



the power assembly is the size of a 30 gallon trash can. The current method and tooling employed to perform this 
task took 2 employees, one lying on the floor reaching into the assembly with a tool to guide the piston while the 
second employee exerted enough force with a T handled tool to push down from the top and align/seat the 
piston into the assembly. 
 
Solution: 
Our machinists began working on a tool design to assist. The design incorporated a fulcrum and lever to greatly 
improve employee body positioning with significant mechanical advantage, a significant reduction in force and a 
more controlled and even force application on the piston in the assembly unit. Once a prototype tool was made, it 
was tested using different styles of locomotive assembly units. Interference was discovered on certain 
locomotives. Redesign was necessary to accommodate all locomotive models. The redesign incorporates an 
adjustable rod with the fulcrum and lever tool. The tool is now used facility wide. Our Research & Test 
Department approved it and it is now listed on the Mechanical Department web site as an approved tool for all 
locomotive shops across the Norfolk Southern system to order and use. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
With the Piston Compressor Tool, the force needed when compressing/reseating the piston was reduced by 76%, 
according to our Research & Test Department tests. There is an approximately 12% efficiency gain due to being 
able to control the insertion with a gradual force insertion, reducing misalignments that caused the task to have 
to be started over. The potential for a crushing hand injury to the 2nd employee reaching into the assembly to 
guide the alignment of the piston was significantly reduced due to the tool allowing better control of the 
compressing/reseating. The awkward shoulder abduction was significantly reduced since the new tool allows the 
employee to stand on the locomotive running board or raised platform and pull down on the lever arm of the new 
tool at chest height to compress/reseat the piston. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Fabricated Safety Pedestals 
Ergo Cup Booth #335 
Elliott Group, Jeannette, PA 
 
Presentation Description: 
Throughout the manufacturing of multi-stage steam turbines, several of our processes involved the use of heavy, 
cast iron, bottle jacks to secure the unit to the shop floor or a steel pallet. Not only were the jacks cumbersome to 
move manually but they created potential hazards for the assemblers. The potential for the bottle jacks to slide 
out from under the turbine (weighing upwards of 5,500 lbs.) posed a great safety hazard. Our new process 
employs fabricated pedestals that resemble the production pedestals on which the unit will permanently rest. 
This has eliminated the bottle jacks hazard completely from the process. 
 
Problem: 
The process of using bottle jacks to secure multi-stage steam turbines to the shop floor and steel pallets for 
hydrotesting and surface preparation activities facilitated the potential for bodily injury and damage to vital 
production components. 
 
Solution: 
A team of shop employees, management, and engineering, came together to brainstorm about how we could 
reduce potential hazards from the process . The collective solution was to design and fabricate a universal set of 



steel pedestals that resembled production pedestals. The fabricated pedestals were designed to fit all of our 
multi-stage steam turbine configurations. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
We have reduced the manual lifting of bottle jacks by 100% and removed the potential hazard for a jack to be 
dislodged from under the casing by 100%. In addition, we have reduced setup time during hydrostatic testing and 
near white media blasting by 72% of the standard setup time, lowering unit setup time to roughly 20 minutes. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
G550 Pylon Aircraft Assembly Lifting 
Ergo Cup Booth #433 
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, Savannah, GA 
 
Presentation Description: 
The G550 Pylon Assembly is a very large aircraft assembly that required two people to lift and carry 105 pounds in 
order to load this aircraft assembly onto transportation dollies for travel to our aircraft assembly line. This task 
was not a very user friendly operation plus the customer would then have to remove and disassemble this 
awkward and heavy aircraft assembly also. The goal of our team was to make this process easier for all involved. 
 
Problem: 
The G550 Pylon Assembly required two people to lift and carry 105 pounds in order to put assembled Pylon onto 
transportation dollies. This was an awkward lifting process and exposed our employees to Ergonomic risk. The end 
customer also had to remove this large aircraft assembly from the dollies which exposed additional employees to 
further risk, and made their process more difficult. The end customer did not install every part of this assembly at 
the same location so material control needed improvement as well. 
 
Solution: 
The team eliminated this awkward lifting process and now delivers kitted parts to our end customer which is the 
Final Line Assembly area. Our Composites Product Center team now takes the large assembly apart for our 
customer, and has our Materials organization deliver the Pylon in separate dollies in kits to where and when the 
kit is needed in the aircraft assembly area. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
We did an Ergonomic study using eTools where we looked at risks of lifting with Two Hands and Carrying this large 
aircraft assembly. We reduced our risk score from 12 to 0 as the total population effected was two employees in 
our business area. The main benefits of this team approach to problem solving was that we eliminated completely 
the Ergonomic lifting issue for our Composites Product Center employees and made the assembly process much 
easier for the Final Line Assembly area employees. We also improved customer service by kitting parts as the Final 
Assembly Line does not have to remove and take apart the large assembly any more. Our Composites Product 
Center team now does the disassembly work for them. This was a definite customer service improvement. Also, 
we were able to modify and reuse some existing dollies that contributed to our sustainability efforts. We also 
used scrap packaging foam to protect the parts during transportation and that helps keep it from ending up in the 
land fill right. This was a definite Ergo Green success! 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
The Automated Multiple Splitter 



Ergo Cup Booth #125 
Cordis Corporation, Miami Lakes, FL 
 
Presentation Description: 
Our facility manufactures components (catheters) that save lives, hence quality is of upmost importance and with 
that several inspection requirements become a priority. One of those requirements is zero silver flaking inside the 
catheter. To be able to determine that, in 2010 the single splitter tool was introduced to the manufacturing floor. 
The single splitter had for purpose to allow the operator to manually split the catheter in half and conduct a visual 
inspection on the unit. This manual method of splitting caused significant strain on the operator's forearm and 
hand. As a result of the manual splitting task, 3 LWDC and 2 OSHA Recordable Cases (a total of 5 recordable cases) 
were documented, resulting in numerous hours of physical therapy and conservative treatment as well as 2 
surgeries for 2 out of the 5 cases. The company incurred approximately $105,500 in medical costs (this did not 
include employee compensation during lost time). The key objective of the Automated Multiple Splitter project 
was to implement an effective, reliable and ergonomic solution that would eliminate the mechanical stress to the 
arm and hand, and shoulder abduction risks that resulted from the single splitting task. 
 
Problem: 
1.The manual single splitting of catheters was a high risk task 2.200 units out of every lot were required to be 
inspected and go through the manual splitting process, creating 1,200 repetitions per shift per operator 3.The 
manual method of splitting the catheter did not meet the operator's needs, given that it was not time effective 
because the operator could only split half of the catheter at a time, hence the high number in repetitions and 
4.The manual process of splitting resulted in: 5 OSHA Recordable Cases. Out of those, 2 became LWDC and SIIC, 
creating a total of 82 days away from work. 
 
Solution: 
Short term and long term solutions were conceptualized. A short term solution included the creation of a tool, the 
triple splitter that allowed the operator to utilize an existing piece of equipment to semi automatically split the 
catheters. Because of the limitations of the equipment, we knew that a long term solution was needed. After long 
hours of design and conceptualization an initial draft was created and with that construction of the equipment 
began. Several weeks went by before the initial prototype was built. This due to the complexity of the project 
given that inspections were done on approximately 100% percent of the wire's extruded part numbers (product 
components) and the equipment had to have the ability to accommodate them all. Subsequent to conducting a 
design review for the process, one final concept was selected in order to eliminate the risks associated with this 
operation. It was determined that for this process an automated machine was needed that would, not only 
eliminate the ergonomic risks but also improve the production output significantly. A new reliable and effective 
equipment emerged, capable of not only splitting 8 catheters at a time (initially only one catheter could be split) 
but also eliminating 100% of the ergonomic issues experienced by the operators. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
The new Multiple Automated Splitter delivered an effective, reliable, and ergonomically sound solution that 
eliminated the mechanical stress to the arm, hand, and shoulder abduction risks. 1.Safety and Ergonomics The 
Multiple Automated Splitter allowed for this ergonomically high risk task (rated 30) to have no risk at all; hence 
eliminating all ergonomics risks. 2.Headcount utilization Given the effectiveness of this solution, manpower need 
for this task was significantly reduced, allowing for one headcount to be utilized in more value-added activities 
3.Process Output Output was improved by 36% (Single Splitting vs. Multiple Automated Splitting) The Automated 
Multiple Splitter increased the process output from one unit manual cycle to eight units automated cycle 
4.Potential increment in capacity The short term solution tool, triple splitter, required the use of an equipment 



(Mandrel Removal Machine), originally destined for a different operation. With the new solution, the equipment 
becomes available and allows for a potential 20% increment in capacity 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Ergonomic Adapter for Drum Change Application 
Ergo Cup Booth #422 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber, Gadsden, AL 
 
Presentation Description: 
An off-the-shelf ergonomic cart was modified with a metal shaft to customize it for our application. 
 
Problem: 
The work task required Operators to support a 65 lbs tire drum adapter while removing or adding bolts. Once 
removed the adapter was placed on the floor where it was receiving damage to pneumatic valves. 
 
Solution: 
The ergonomic solution was achieved by taking a simple off-the-shelf ergonomic cart and modifying it with a shaft 
to hold, transport and store the adapter during the process. This simple and efficient tool was developed 
internally by a General Maintenance Technician. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety: This device eliminated the potential for a crushing injury if dropped. Ergonomic: The device eliminated a 
moderate risk NIOSH LI. Quality: Before advent of this device Operators were supporting the 65 lbs weight by 
using sensitive pneumatic connectors as handles. Furthermore, these connectors were being damaged when the 
device was placed on the floor. Production: This device cut maintenance time on task from 30 minutes to 22 
minutes. This equates into less maintenance man-hours tied up on this task as well as less non-productive time on 
the machine. Cost: This project cost $600. ROI: 100% cost reimbursement in one month. Saving in man-hours, 
productivity loss and employee injury costs (direct and indirect). 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
From Scraper To Shaker 
Ergo Cup Booth #101 
Bridgestone, Morrison, TN 
 
Presentation Description: 
We will be giving a presentation on the problems that existed when manually scraping residual carbon black in 
our railcars with a hand-held scraper. The new method incorporates an automated railcar shaker that will 
drastically reduce the "wear and tear" on our teammate's legs going up and down stairs. This will also eliminated 
the possibility for an upper body injury caused by the manual scraping of the rail cars. 
 
Problem: 
Residual carbon black would remain in the railcar after the transfer process. The old method of removing the 
residual carbon black required the operator to hold a flash light in one hand and a seventeen foot scrapper pole in 
the other hand. The operator would then have to position himself over the railcar hatch, often times in very 
ergonomically awkward positions. The teammate would have to climb the stairs to get to the top of the rail cars 



on average ten times per twelve-hour work shift. An injury occurred this year during this process which further 
justified our solution. 
 
Solution: 
An automatic railcar shaker was installed at the carbon unloading area. This reduced the number of trips the 
operator had to make up and down the steps from ten to two during the work shift. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
-Drastically reduced the potential for a trip/fall injury and eliminated the possibility of an upper body injury. -This 
change had no impact on the quality of our product. -The machine takes a fraction of the time to empty the railcar 
as opposed to the old manual scraping method. -The cost of this project was $65,000.00 which will be recouped in 
eighteen months of operation. 
  
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
The Cutting Edge 
Ergo Cup Booth #400 
Bridgestone, Morrison, TN 
 
Presentation Description: 
The final step in the bladder assembly process requires the operator to manually trim the edge of the bladder 
with a razor blade in order for proper beadfiller to bead set. Teammate input allowed us to identify and correct an 
ergonomic issues and potential safety hazards associated with performing this job task. A new machine was 
designed that took away the physical component and ergonomic risk that previously existed in this job task. 
 
Problem: 
After bladder assembly, the operator has to manually trim the edge of the bladder with a razor blade. This puts 
the operator in numerous ergonomically compromising positions while also putting him/her in a line-of-fire 
situation. 
 
Solution: 
A machine was designed that allowed the operator to stand at an ergonomically neutral position and perform this 
task without manually handling a razor blade. This also removes the possibility for a line-of-fire type accident. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
-The potential for a strain/sprain injury as well as a laceration has been negated. -The Quality has been vastly 
improved by a consistent cut angle on the bladder. -This process has increased production of finished bladders. -
Cost of the project was a mere $1200.00. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Handling Lamination Solution 
Ergo Cup Booth #331 
General Electric, Nogales, Mexico 
 
Presentation Description: 
 



Overall process is to wrap copper or aluminum lamination into a coil. A force of 137 lbs. was required to pull 
lamination from stock roll. The operator crouched underneath the lamination, causing awkward postures, and 
repetitive hammering was needed to flatten the coil. A lamination feeder and a cart that supports the weight of 
material while routing to arbor were created and the crane use was eliminated. Machine controls were changed 
enabling the operator to work standing up and a regulator controls the tension, therefore reducing hammering. 
The project eliminated ergonomic hazards and reduced set up time by 75% 
 
Problem: 
Nogales manufactures specialty transformers and electrical components. This ergo cup project improved the 
process to manufacture the core of the specialty transformers. Overall process is to wrap copper or aluminum 
lamination into a coil shape. The handling lamination consisted of four steps: Step 1: Unwinding copper 
lamination as received by supplier from the reel. The operator grabbed the potentially sharp edges of the 
lamination and pulled to unreel a 1200 lb. lamination roll. It required a force of 137 lbs. to pull it. This set-up took 
40 minutes to complete and it was done around 3 times a day. Excessive force was needed to perform this 
operation, causing a tremendous stress on the body and the risk of cutting his hands with the potentially sharp 
edges. Step 2: Position lamination into arbor preparing it for coiling. Once the operator pulled the lamination, 
they used a crane for routing the lamination manually into the arbor. The process consisted of placing the 
lamination in a sling and handling it into the arbor as well as pulling the lamination to reach the arbor. This task 
requires the use of pinch grips performed with the wrists in extreme angles, and sometimes held for greater than 
15 seconds. Step 3: Winding the lamination on arbor. During this step, the operator worked in a crouched position 
below the lamination feeding it into the arbor for winding. Their back needed to be bent to the front in order to 
work below the lamination and their neck was bent sideways and twisted. This also exposed the operator to the 
sharp edges of the lamination, causing a risk of a serious injury. The operation had a duration of 5 hrs/day in this 
posture, which is considered static. Step 4: Hammer core to achieve required flatness. In order to have a slimmer 
product, the operator needed to hammer the coil with an excessive force. The operator's arm was raised above 
the shoulder and a very strong grip was needed in order to apply the proper force. The operator made over 800 
strokes per day. Considering the four phases, a total of 44 risk factors were identified by using the GE’s 
Ergonomics Risk Factor Identification Form and 14 very high risks were identified by using the using Rodger's 
Muscle Fatigue Analysis and RULA tool. 
 
Solution: 
After completing the ergonomic analysis of the operation, the handling of lamination was identified as a very high 
risk operation, leading to the ergonomics teams’ development of the project. The solution consisted of creating a 
feeder for eliminating the manual pulling force. The team used the 7-3-1 lean brainstorming process for getting 
the idea, then once chosen, the mock-ups were made resulting in a homemade feeder which the motor is 
controlled by the operator. This eliminates the excessive force of pulling the lamination and the risk of getting cut 
by it. To continue with the improvements of the operation, a cart was implemented to help transport the 
lamination by supporting its weight. This completely eliminates the crane usage! To eliminate the need for the 
operator to work crouched below the lamination while feeding the arbor, Nogales changed how the insulation is 
fed into the winding process and moved the machine controls, allowing the operator to work standing up and on 
the opposite side of the arbor from the raw material stock roll. Instead of bending below the lamination for 5 
hours in the same posture and with the risk of getting a serious injury, the operator is now able to work standing 
up. Finally to reduce the number of strokes and force of hammering a pneumatic regulator was installed to 
control the tension. This helped reduce the amount of hammering by 75% and requires less force! 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
The project eliminated both safety and ergonomics hazards. The number of ergo risks was reduced from 44 to 2. 
Also the exposure to the sharp edges of the lamination and the crane usage was eliminated. The set-up time was 



reduced by 75% and product quality was improved. In total, the annual operational saving was $15,654 USD, and 
the injury prevention savings $38,500 USD. By using a simple ROI equation, the return of investment for this 
project is 49. 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
TTK Sub Frame Line Manipulator 
Ergo Cup Booth #414 
Caterpillar, Grenoble France 
 
Presentation Description: 
The current process requires the assembly operator to work in a tight space within the tractor frame. The team 
determined a high ergonomic risk rating as well as a fall hazard. The team was able to benchmark solutions as well 
test potential solution prior to the implementation of a solution. The team was able to significantly reduce the 
ergonomic risk, fall risk, and cost while increasing cycle time. 
 
Problem: 
The assembly operator must perform work in a tight space within in the tractor frame. The operator must crawl 
into position while carrying tools. This creates a risk to the back as well as arms and shoulders. There is also a fall 
risk due to the operator having to lean in to product with unstable footing. 
 
Solution: 
The team benchmarked other operations to brainstorm solutions. Then the team mocked up a fixture to hold the 
frame at optimal heights. Next, the team used a software program to validate the heights and clearance of a roll 
over machine. Finally a roll over machine was purchased and installed. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Safety - 50% reduction in ergonomic risk and overall improved employee satisfaction Quality - reduction in leaks 
due better access and prevention of damage product Velocity - 37% cycle time reduction Cost - annual savings of 
$74,100 and 323 lost work days 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions with internal competitions) 
Articulating Motor Mover 
Ergo Cup Booth #431 
PPG, Delaware, OH 
 
Presentation Description: 
The Articulating Motor Mover is used to remove motors and pumps, as well as set them into place. This results in 
no manual lifting and allows the task to be done with one employee, rather than two. This employee-driven 
solution is comprised of 100% repurposed materials. 
 
Problem: 
When removing motors and pumps, two Maintenance employees had to manually lift the equipment with pry 
bars and come-along cable pullers. These pumps and motors are located under tanks with little overhead 
clearance, requiring the Maintenance employees to work in a stooped over position for extended periods. 
 
Solution: 



The Articulating Motor Mover utilizes a recycled cart and an air-actuated jack that had been ordered for 
something else, but did not work for its original application. The counterweight consists of used shot, i.e., grinding 
media, recycled from a grinding mill. No items were purchased to make the Articulating Motor Mover. While a 
simple tool by design, the use of repurposed materials to create a tool that significantly lowers risk shows both 
innovation and commitment to safety by employees. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Prior to the Articulating Motor Mover, two Maintenance employees were needed to move motors and pumps 
with prybars and come alongs. In addition to twice the labor, the task took more than two hours. With the 
Articulating Motor Mover, the task has been reduced to under an hour, which reduces labor costs by 75%. From 
an injury standpoint, the risk score was reduced from a 47 to a 6 using the sites Risk Assessment Tool. The average 
incurred cost for a lumbosacral (i.e., lower back) sprain/strain lost time in the state of Ohio is $14,000, per the 
Ohio Bureau of Workers Compensation statistics Ohio BWC Claims Cost 2010. 
 
 
Workplace Solutions II (Engineering/Ergonomist-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Ergonomic Solution for the Strip-of-plastic-bag Packing Area 
Ergo Cup Booth #129 
Johnson & Johnson, Colombia 
 
Presentation Description: 
At the end of the Sanpro lines, a strip of seven towel bags is manually packed; this task consists in a sitting down 
worker pushing with one hand the seven packs of towels into the strip of bags and once the seven packs are into 
the strip of bags they go to the next workstation to continue with the process. 
 
Problem: 
The manual packing of a strip of bags has been classified as a high ergonomic risk for the wrist and the shoulder.  
Presence of the repetitiveness and posture risks out of the comfort area for the wrist and shoulder joints. Sanpro 
area workers with shoulder pain symptomatology related to the repetitiveness implied in pushing packages into 
the strip of bags to perform the manual packing. 
 
Solution: 
An interdisciplinary teamwork was defined: maintenance, manufacturing, projects, and EHS; to perform the step-
by-step review of the task execution directly in the manufacturing plant through a brainstorm session for the 
manual packing task and defining accountable parties for each activity agreed upon; these activities were initially 
the construction of different prototypes and packing station pre-designs to evaluate the ergonomic evaluation in 
order to reach a low ergonomic risk workstation until an automatic pusher was locally designed to do away with 
the manual packing of strips of bags; therefore, the ergonomic risk was reclassified from high to low. Now the 
worker just has to place the bag into the channel and wait for the pusher to count the seven packages and the 
pusher pushes them into the strip of bags, as well. This ergonomic solution directly impacts 36 workers. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Reclassification of the job from high risk to low risk according to the EJA; it went from 27 points to 7. Automatic 
pusher: local design The operators only has to position the bag on the channel Cost Avoidance: US$150.000 
 
 
Workplace Solutions I (Team-Driven Workplace Solutions) 
Ergonomic Solution for the Zipper Rolls Set Up 



Ergo Cup Booth #334 
Johnson & Johnson, Colombia 
 
Presentation Description: 
The handling of the zipper rolls in the Baby Wipes area used to be performed by operators without any 
mechanical help. The weight of this packing material fluctuates between 35 and 40 kilos, exposing workers to a 
high ergonomic and safety risk during the execution of the task which is manually setting up the roll to the zipper 
decoiler. 
 
Problem: 
The location of the decoiler is hard to access for the operator due to the fact he/she must take inadequate 
postures to handle the load in order to avoid being hit with the baby wipes conveyor belt. Picking up and carrying 
material heavier than 25 kilos. Risk of accidents caused by being hit due to the inaccessibility to set up the roll into 
the decoiler. 
 
Solution: 
An interdisciplinary teamwork was defined : maintenance, manufacturing, projects, and EHS; to perform the step-
by-step review of the task execution directly in the manufacturing plant through a brainstorm session for the 
manual packing task and defining accountable parties for each activity agreed upon; these activities are: Design 
and construction of a cart to transport the roll: the cart was designed to perform a safe and easy transport from 
the storage area to the set up site. Machine redesign: the position of the axle was changed to the lower part of 
the machine so the worker does not have to adopt inadequate postures during the execution of the task. Now the 
worker transports the roll on the cart, locates it in front of the axle, and pushes it so it slides onto the axle. This 
ergonomic solution directly impacts six workers. 
 
Measurable Outcomes: 
Reclassification of the job from high risk to low risk according to the EJA; it went from 37 points to 5. Cost 
Avoidance: US$39.000 
 
 


